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1

Introduction
Tra

jams are an everyday issue.

Every day many people are delayed in their

driving be ause they are stu k in a tra
a

jam. Tra

jams

idents be ause drivers might not pay attention to the

like redu ed speed and in reased number of

an also be the reasons for
hanging tra

they might not have time enough to stop before they hit the
This s enario will make the tra

jam even worse. Another

jams is that people that have been stu k in a tra
a hurry, if they for instan e have to
and therefore this might

onditions,

ars. As drivers approa h a tra

jam

ar in front of them.

on ern regarding tra

jam are delayed. If drivers are in

at h a plane, the tra

jam will slow them down

ause them to in rease their speed on e out of the tra

jam. This will endanger other drivers and the risk of a
most important matter, however, is the annoyan e tra
When drivers are stu k in a tra

idents will in rease. The
jams

an

ause the drivers.

jam they get annoyed and frustrated be ause they

will be late and perhaps mostly be ause they are wasting their time. Drivers would
probably be grateful if they somehow
Tra

jams

an not be fully avoided but the impa t of a tra

by redire ting
tra

jam but have not rea hed it yet

route, the tra

an be de reased

an be informed about the tra

jam su h that

hoose a dierent route. If most of them

hoose another

jam will in rease in size more slowly or perhaps even de rease. This

ause the tra

jam to dissolve faster.

jams ahead is to have a tra
dete ts the tra

In this report the part of the servi e that

jam will be designed.

In order to inform drivers about a tra
jam. This

A way to inform drivers about tra

jam dete tion servi e. This servi e must dete t tra

jams and inform drivers about them.

tra

jam

jams.

ars heading towards it. Drivers that are heading in the dire tion of a

they have the opportunity to
will

ould avoid getting stu k in tra

jam it must be determined that there is a

an be done in various ways. The approa h suggested in this report

assumes that a representative number of

ars report their position frequently while

12
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driving. From these positions information
there are tra

an be derived in order to determine where

jams. In this report three dierent methods for dete ting tra

are proposed and a

jams

ombined method involving all three methods is designed.

The methods are primarily designed for dete ting non-periodi
means that repeating tra

tra

jams whi h

jams, for instan e during morning rush hours, will not

be the main issue. The design allows for dete ting these reo

urring tra

jams but

be ause these might be anti ipated by the driver, the design fo uses on dete ting
tra

jams that have suddenly o

urred, for instan e be ause of a road a

order not to dete t the repeating tra

jams the a tual situations will be

to past behavior. Information about past behavior

ident. In
ompared

ould be available by maintain-

ing histori al information in an ordinary, relational database. This type of database,
however, supports retrieval of individual values, not quantitative, aggregate information. Therefore, the histori al information is instead stored in a data warehouse.
A data warehouse is a spe ial kind of relational database with a simple design optimized for providing fast answers to aggregate queries. In the design of tra
dete tion methods the data warehouse
mation. By

omparing this to the a tual tra

situation it

the a tual situation is normal or if there is a tra
mation is

jam

ould provide the ne essary histori al inforould be determined if

jam. The histori al tra

infor-

onstituted by large amounts of data that must be aggregated in order to

provide a general view of the tra

situation. The benets of storing the data in a

data warehouse is that required aggregated information

an be retrieved fast despite

the large amount of data.
Most

ontemporary tra

jam dete tion methods are based on lo ation-dependent

devi es su h as monitors above the road or ele tromagneti
onsequen e of this approa h is that tra

jams

sensors in the road. A

an only be dete ted in pla es where

these devi es have been installed. In order to dete t tra

jams in all pla es su h

devi es must be installed on all roads and in all parts of the road. This

an be a

very expensive solution. Instead, a design is suggested that based on the lo ations
of the

ars

an dete t tra

jams on all roads.

Data warehousing is widespread in the area of business intelligen e and On-Line
Analyti al Pro essing (OLAP). It is often used for quantitative analysis on sales with
the purpose of determining in reases and de reases of sales in produ ts and stores. A
relatively new area is the data warehouse based analysis of spatio-temporal obje ts.
The design of data warehouses for spatio-temporal data has been investigated in
order to determine requirements and restri tions on su h designs. This investigation
provides the ba kground for designing an appli ation that utilizes data warehouses
for spatio-temporal data.

The purpose of the design presented in this thesis is to

investigate the appli ability of data warehouses for providing su ient histori al
information to dete t tra

jams.

The remainder of the thesis is stru tured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a dis ussion
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of tra

jams and the te hnology ne essary for dete ting them.

on luded with some requirements for a tra

The

jam dete tion servi e.

hapter is
Chapter 3

ontains a brief overview of general data warehouse theory. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 ea h
ontain a dierent method for dete ting tra
of a method

jams and

hapter 7 presents a design

ombining the three previous methods. Chapter 8

of the data generator used to generate realisti
9 the results of the tests are explained.

In

hapter 10 the

together with suggestions for future work in the area.
in the report.

They

ontain the sour e

ontains a des ription

data for testing the design. In hapter
on lusion is presented

There are two appendi es

ode of the implementation and a short

des ription of the Global Positioning System (GPS).

2

Problem
Description
The design of a tra
and other tra

jam dete tion servi e requires knowledge about tra

related topi s. The aim of this

and provide the ne essary information for designing a tra
This in ludes

onsidering what a tra

jam is, how it o

suggestions for other dete tion methods. The
road information and it dis usses other tra

jams

hapter is to examine these topi s
jam dete tion servi e.

urs, how it is dete ted and

hapter also

onsiders the ne essary

jam related problems. The

on luded with some requirements for the design of a tra

hapter is

jam dete tion servi e

together with a s enario des ription.

2.1 Tra Jam Des ription
In this se tion, a dis ussion of how to dene a tra
ausing tra

jam is provided and situations

jams are dis ussed.

2.1.1 Denition of Tra Jam
A tra

jam is not a

on ept that

an be universally dened be ause ea h person

has an individual opinion. People would in general agree on the existen e of tra
jams in extreme
opinions.

ases but in the less extreme

ases people might have dierent

For a given situation some people might

onsider it a small tra

whereas others might think it is only a bit more tra

than usual.

jam

Therefore, it

might not be possible to give a denition that everyone would agree upon but a

16
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good denition would be su h that most people agree in most
a tra

jam or not. A denition

stu k in the tra

jam or it

ases whether there is

ould be based on the number of drivers that are

ould be based on the amount of time that the drivers

are delayed.

It

more than a

ertain per entage of the drivers are annoyed by the slow tra

be

ould also be

onsidered a tra

jam.

the denition of a tra
therefore be di ult to

onsidered how annoyed the drivers are su h that if
This is not easy to measure, however.

jam should depend on the lo al
over all spe ial

it will

Furthermore,

onditions and it might

ases. For these reasons, no denition will

be given. Instead, to avoid misunderstandings, and to
the following statement is used to indi ate a tra

reate a

ommon

onsensus,

jam.

A tra jam is a situation with slow and heavy tra .
2.1.2 Causes of Tra Jams
An obvious reason for a tra
the

get past the point of the a
a

jam to o

ur is a road a

ident. If an a

ident happens,

ars involved might blo k the road and if the road is totally blo ked, no
ident.

ident might not know that an a

the point of the a
tra

will a

A similar

Cars that are heading in the dire tion of the
ident has o

urred. They will

ontinue towards

ident but they will not be able to get past it.

umulate and a tra

ase for a tra

ars will

Therefore, the

jam will arise.

jam to arise is road

onstru tion work. In su h

ases there

might be a redu ed speed limit, the road might be narrow and sometimes only one
lane is open su h that
of

ars

an only pass in one dire tion at a time. If the number

ars heading for the point of the road

ars being able to pass through the road

onstru tion is higher than the number of
onstru tion the

ars will line up behind

ea h other. This will in rease the time it takes to pass through the area and at some
point there will be a tra
Tra

jams often o

jam.

ur during rush hours.

During this time of day the tra

is

highly in reased be ause a lot of people need to go the same way at the same time.
At some point there will be too many

ars

ompared to the size and

the road. This will drasti ally redu e the speed of the

ars, and a tra

be omes inevitable simply due to overload. When the number of
ongested area de reases the tra

onditions of
jam thus

ars entering the

jam will slowly break up and the ow will again

rea h a normal level.
Tra

lights on a road

let enough
some

an also be a reason for

ars through so the

ongestion.

The lights might not

ars will line up behind ea h other. This means that

ars might have to wait for several green lights before they

the interse tion. Even though the situation seems under
to wait for a long time.

ontrol the

an pass through
ars might have

2.2 Tra Jam Dete tion
A tra

jam on a road

17

an ae t adja ent roads.

not be able to leave these roads and enter the
already full. This might
towards the

ause a tra

ongested road be ause this road is

jam on the adja ent roads in the dire tion

ongested road. Furthermore,

ars on the

the adja ent roads to get away from the tra
load on these roads and a tra
From these

onsiderations a

Cars on adja ent roads might

jam might o

jam.

ongested road might turn to
This will

ause an in reased

ur here as well.

ommon understanding is obtained that

further analysis throughout the

an be used for

hapter.

2.2 Tra Jam Dete tion
In order to design a tra
be

jam servi e, dete tion methods of existing servi es should

onsidered and various new approa hes should be suggested that provide other or

better solutions. This se tion
te hniques and

ontains an overview of present tra

In order to inform drivers about tra
a tra
road.

jam on the road.

They

jam dete tion

onsiderations on new methods.
jams it must be determined that there is

One way of determining this is by having

an dete t the speed and number of

oils in the

ars passing over them and they

an distinguish the dierent lanes of a road su h that only when all lanes in the
same dire tion have slow and heavy tra

a tra

jam is dete ted.

In Denmark,

in the town of Aalborg, this system is implemented at the ends of the tunnel under
the Limfjord where tra

jams frequently o

ur. The speed and number of

re orded periodi ally within a given time interval. If ve or more
speed the situation is

onsidered a tra

jam. A disadvantage is that the

only provide information about the spe i

In some pla es tra
mation from the
the

oils

jams are dete ted using

ars from ea h other.

ameras lming the road. The infor-

omputer vision system that

an distinguish

ars and their speed together with their type, su h as motor y le,

Another way of dete ting tra
are stu k in it they might

an

oils must be distributed over the

annot determine the individual

ameras is used by a

oils

point where they are pla ed. In order

to provide information about an entire road many
road. Furthermore, the

ars is

ars have a low

jams is if people have seen the tra

all the poli e station or radio station.

ar or tru k.

jam or drivers
These stations

ould send out warnings on the radio su h that people have the option of

hoosing

another route.
If an a

ident has o

urred and the poli e is

other drivers about the a
When a tra
tra

alled, they have the option of informing

ident su h that they

jam has been dete ted, people

an

hoose another route.

an be informed in various ways. Some

jams are reported in the morning news on TV. Tra

jams

an also be reported

18
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on the radio. Several
a tra

ountries use a system

alled Radio Data System (RDS). When

jam has been dete ted, a noti e is typi ally sent out from spe ial RDS radio

stations. A spe ial RDS radio

an re eive this information and interrupt the

radio fun tion su h that the listener is informed even though the
a CD or

urrent

ar stereo is playing

assette.

Using these approa hes, only a limited amount of information is re eived. They will
not provide a steady, representative sour e of data.
The position and speed
one in the

ar.

an be determined by a mobile phone if the driver has

Many people have a mobile phone so the per entage of drivers

represented by this approa h will be very high. Using mobile phones, the individual
ars

an be distinguished from ea h other but the position, on the other hand,

be determined very pre isely.
a

annot

The positions will typi ally be determined with an

ura y of 100 to 500 meters. If two roads are

lose it might therefore be impossible

to determine on whi h one a given position is re orded. Furthermore, if the speed is
determined from these positions by

omputing the Eu lidean distan e it might dier

mu h from the a tual speed.
Another way is to use the GPS system, briey des ribed in appendix B. If a driver
has a GPS re eiver in the

ar this re eiver

and from this position the speed

an be

an very pre isely determine its position
al ulated. A problem with using GPS is

that it is not very widespread. Not many drivers have a GPS re eiver in their
therefore, basing a tra

jam dete tion servi e on

provide su ient data to make

ar and

ars with GPS re eivers would not

on lusions about tra

jams. Another disadvantage

is that it is up to the drivers to report their position. The GPS re eivers determine
their position but they do not automati ally forward this information to anyone.
It might also be possible to install transmitters along the roads. If these transmitters
send out signals about their position and road identity this signal
by devi es in the
a

ars. In this way

ars

an be pi ked up

an determine their position and speed quite

urately. This te hnology has not yet been developed and it

ould furthermore be

an expensive solution.
Coils and
tra

ameras provide a

urate information. In order to base the dete tion of

jams on every road on su h devi es, these must be installed on every road

and this is an expensive solution. Relying on reportings from drivers or poli e is not
a reliable method be ause there is no guarantee of how many tra

jams will be

reported. Using mobile phones, on the other hand, has the advantage of widespread
use, and therefore the potential of be oming a representative method of

olle ting

data. The disadvantage is that GSM positioning is not pre ise enough to determine
whi h road the

ar is on.

GPS has the a

ura y needed to determine the road,

but the usage is not widespread enough, and therefore su ient data
provided.

an not be

2.3 Infrastru ture Des ription
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2.3 Infrastru ture Des ription
This se tion

ontains a des ription of existing road information and additional infor-

mation required by tra
When

jam dete tion methods.

ars are moving they follow a network of roads and interse tions. Therefore,

the tra

jam dete tion servi e need only

onsider this network instead of the

plete two-dimensional spa e. When analyzing tra

and dete ting tra

om-

jams it is

important to be able to distinguish dierent roads from ea h other su h that it
be uniquely determined on whi h road ea h
all roads in Denmark furthermore have a

road ode

of seven digits atta hed.

ountry of Denmark is divided into 275 smaller areas ea h
ea h of these
digits of a road

overs a small area usually
ode are a

an

ar is driving. Roads have a name but
The

alled a kommune and

entered around a town.

The rst three

ode for the kommune to whi h the road belongs, and the

last four digits are a unique number within the kommune for that road. The road
odes for all roads in Denmark are easily a

essible information be ause they

an be

obtained from the administrating o es in ea h kommune.
For a tra
roads

information servi e it might not be su ient to

an be long and the

onsider roads be ause

onditions in one end of the road might dier from the

onditions in the other end. If a road is longer than 100 km, for instan e, it is not
interesting for drivers in one end to know about a tra
thermore, it might be di ult to dete t tra
tra

jam

a road

jam in the other end. Fur-

jams in su h a situation, be ause the

onditions might only apply for part of the road. To avoid these problems,

an be divided into smaller parts represented by straight line segments with

starting and ending

oordinates. The starting and ending point of a segment

determined by an end of a road, a

rossing or a

an be

urve. If the road bends there will

be an in reasing distan e between the road and the segment.

When this distan e

ex eeds a given threshold the rst segment is ended and a new one is added to redu e
the distan e to the road as illustrated in gure 2.1 on the following page. The two
roads in the gure are represented by ve segments. The interse tion determines a
division of segments and the

urve

auses an in reased distan e between the road

and the segment. At the point of the arrow the distan e ex eeds the threshold and
a new segment is

reated.

Information about road segments already exists. It is maintained by Dansk Adresse& Vejdatabase (DAV) whi h is a Danish address and road database. DAV has among
other things information about road segments, road
odes, road
Another

lassi ations and postal

on ern for a tra

odes, road names, kommune

odes.

information servi e is that tra

an be dierent de-

pending on the dire tion. For instan e in the morning, the dire tion towards town
might be

ongested whereas the opposite dire tion might be mu h less

rowded. It

is therefore ne essary to be able to distinguish the two opposite dire tions from ea h
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Intersection

Segment
Road

Figure 2.1: Five segments representing two roads

other. If roads have been divided into segments a further division into the two possible dire tions would be a simple task. A road is divided into segments and a segment
is divided into two segments with opposite dire tions. Segments that were originally
one-way segments are not divided into two segments. For the remaining part of this
report, a segment is dened to be part of a road and having only one dire tion.

2.4 Appli ations of Tra Information
This se tion

onsiders the benets of a tra

some of the properties that su h a servi e

jam dete tion servi e and dis usses

ould have.

2.4.1 Tra Jam Information Appli ations
Tra

information

an be used in dierent ways and for dierent purposes. It

be used to provide valuable information about tra

onditions to drivers. This

for instan e be information about the positions of tra
through the
are

jams, estimated travel time

ongested area and suggestion of a dierent route. Tra

jam dete tions

urrently used for redu ing the allowed speed on the road while the tra

is present. This is to obtain a more regular tra
in the dire tion of the tra
hitting
Tra
if tra

and to avoid that

jam

ars heading

jam drive so fast that they are not able to stop before

ars already in the tra
jam information

ould
ould

jam.

an also be used for statisti al information.

For instan e,

jams are dete ted many times on the same road it might be bene ial to

extend the road with an extra lane,

hange the speed limits, build a bypass road or

2.4 Appli ations of Tra Information
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hange the intervals between green lights at interse tions.
Another appli ation in the area of tra
If patterns in the driving
to determine that a tra
it is observed that many

an be

ould be to predi t future tra

jams.

ompared with past information it might be possible

jam will o

ur even before

ars get stu k. If, for instan e,

ars are heading in the same dire tion and similar behavior

has previously resulted in a tra
again.

jams

jam it is very likely that a tra

jam will o

A part of the drivers heading in the dire tion of the predi ted tra

ould be warned and the tra

ur
jam

jam might be avoided.

2.4.2 Dete tion Probability
A

on ern regarding the report of tra

jams is the

be reported if it is likely, that there is a tra
is

ertain that there is a tra

that must be

ertainty.

jam or it

jam

onsidered when de iding whether to report a tra

jam. As des ribed

jam be ause people have

Therefore, they also have dierent preferen es of whi h tra

jams they would like to be warned about. For a given situation people that
it a tra

an

jam. There are two dierent kinds of un ertainties

previously, it is di ult to give a denition of a tra
dierent opinions.

A tra

an be reported only if it

onsider

jam would prefer to be warned and they might get annoyed if they are

not warned. On the other hand, people that do not

onsider it a tra

jam might

be annoyed for being warned about nothing. The se ond un ertainty that should be
onsidered is the un ertainty related to the dete tion methods. Assuming that all
people agree on a spe i

tra

jam denition there will still be un ertainties related

to the methods. This is both be ause of the physi al devi es used to determine speed
and position and be ause of the dierent

onditions on the roads. It simply will not

be possible to design a method that takes all road information into a

ount.

The solution to the problem about un ertainty is to minimize the number of false
positives and negatives.
tra

dete t a tra
tra

False positives are the

ases where the methods dete t a

jam that is not there and false negatives are

ases where the methods do not

jam even though there is one. The goal is to determine when to report

jams su h that least people are annoyed about wrong dete tions.

people are annoyed about not being informed more tra
If this approa h is used, it should be taken into a
annoying to get stu k in a tra
if there is not a tra

If many

jams should be dete ted.

ount that people might nd it very

jam without being warned. Re eiving a warning

jam would to most people be less annoying. Furthermore, if

people are warned even though there is no heavy tra
another route and this might prevent a heavy tra

jam they might still

jam from o

urring. It might

also be that the alternative route is only a few minutes longer. If this is the
hoosing this route might be preferable
tra

jam for a long time.

hoose
ase,

ompared to the risk of getting stu k in a

Therefore, instead of minimizing the number of false

positives and negatives, the number of false negatives should be minimized rather
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than the number of false positives. This, however, is only until the in rease in the
number of false positives gets too high.
A way of determining when to report tra

jams is to have test persons that volunteer

to give feedba k on the warnings they re eive. This way, the dete tion pro ess

an

be adjusted su h that it does not dete t too many or too few tra

jams. Another

solution is to let people de ide for themselves how

jam should be

ertain the tra

before they are informed. When people sign up for a dete tion servi e, for instan e,
they

ould have the possibility of sele ting between dierent types of

the tra
tra

jams. They

ould for instan e be able to

jams, su h as heavy tra

indi ation of tra

ertainties of

hoose between three types of

jams, high probability of tra

jams and small

jam. This would allow people to sele t the type of

ertainty that

is best suited for them.

2.4.3 Sele tion of Tra Information
As des ribed in se tion 2.1.2 there
These reasons

an be many reasons for a tra

an be divided into two types, those that are periodi

jam to o

ur.

su h as daily

rush hours and Christmas tra , and those that happen at arbitrary points in time
su h as road a

idents.

Assuming that a person leaves for work every morning at the same time and follows
the same route.

If there is usually a tra

morning the person will know about this.

jam on that route at that time every
He or she has the option of

hoosing

another route but it might be that no other route is faster and therefore, the driver
stays on the same route even though it is
for a tra

ongested. If this person has signed up

jam dete tion servi e he or she will not be interested in being informed

every morning that there is a tra

jam on the route. Only unusual tra

jams will

be interesting for that driver. It should therefore be possible to distinguish between
periodi

and non-periodi

tra

jams su h that only the non-periodi

are reported

to drivers.
In order to dete t only non-periodi
be known su h that if the normal
be dete ted if there is more
tra

tra

jams the daily tra

ondition is

on the road must

ongestion a tra

ongestion than usually.

jam should only

Information about the daily

an be obtained by storing in oming observations in a data warehouse. From

this data warehouse the tra

for dierent roads and dierent periods of time

easily be sele ted. A brief overview of data warehouse theory
following

hapter.

an

an be found in the

2.5 Tra Jam Servi e S enario
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2.5 Tra Jam Servi e S enario
The tra
tra

jam dete tion servi e developed here will fo us on the dete tion of present

jams and it will aim at providing tra

The ideas for dete ting tra

jam information to drivers.

jams are based on

ertain requirements.

be possible to determine the position and speed of
distinguishable. Furthermore, a large number of
ne essary to have information about all
view of the tra

ars and the

ars should be

It should

ars should be

onsidered. It is not

ars, only enough to give a representative

jam situation.

An example of the te hniques behind the tra
both GPS re eivers and mobile phones.

jam dete tion servi e is based on

The example is illustrated in gure 2.2.

Satellites send out signals as des ribed in appendix B and from these signals a GPS
re eiver

an determine its position. If a driver has both a GPS re eiver and a mobile

phone in the

ar and if these are

onne ted the position determined by the GPS

an

be sent by the mobile phone. The position is transmitted via antennas to a stationary
lo ation where it is used for dete ting tra

jams. If a tra

jam is dete ted a noti e

is sent to the driver's mobile phone.

Figure 2.2: Data ow of the tra

jam dete tion servi e

First of all, it is ne essary that drivers agree to report their positions be ause these
positions are fundamental for the tra

jam dete tion. A way of

onvin ing drivers

to report this information is to give them something in return, for instan e free or
heap tra

jam information.

This

ould espe ially be ne essary in the starting

phase of the dete tion servi e, be ause in the beginning there is not a su ient
number of drivers that have signed up for the servi e to supply su ient data for
tra

jam dete tion. Furthermore, reporting their positions is a ne essary

for obtaining tra
tra

jam information.

jam dete tion servi e

driver, be ause it

ondition

If drivers do not report their position, the

an not send relevant tra

annot determine whi h segment the

jam information to the

ar is on.
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Drivers that have agreed to report information have their position and speed re orded
all the time when driving around. When a driver has rea hed the desired destination
the information from that

ar is no longer interesting and should not be reported.

When turning o the engine the reporting pro ess

ould automati ally be turned o

as well.
The position, speed and id is reported from the
se ond. At the

ars very often, for instan e every

entral pla e where the information about the

jam test is run

ars is re eived a tra

ontinuously or very often based on the data from the

determined that there is a tra

jam, information

ars. If it is

an be sent to the radio or to

people that have signed up for a tra

servi e, for instan e as an SMS. Drivers that

re eive the tra

hoose another route and avoid getting stu k.

jam information

People that re eive tra
This

an

jam information

ould pay to obtain this information.

ould for instan e be the individual drivers that have signed up for a tra

dete tion servi e or it

jam

ould be radio stations providing this as a servi e for their

listeners.

2.6 Overall Design Goals
The above dis ussion has onsidered dierent topi s that should be taken into a
when designing a tra
for the design

an be stated. The overall goal of the design is to obtain a tra

dete tion servi e that is based on data warehouse design and that
jams re ently o



ount

jam dete tion servi e. From this dis ussion the requirements
jam

an dete t tra

urred. The detailed design requirements are listed below.

The number of

ars providing input data for the tra

jam servi e must be

su iently high for representing the tra .



The input data must
ment the



ontain speed, identity and position in terms of the seg-

ar is on.

The te hnique used must be pre ise enough to determine the segment of the
observation.






The road information must

ontain road

ode, segment id and dire tion.

The input data must be reported frequently, at least every few se onds.
It should be possible to dete t both periodi

and non-periodi

It should be possible to dete t only non-periodi
warehouse.

tra

tra

jams.

jams by using a data

2.6 Overall Design Goals



A tra
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jam should be reported soon enough for the drivers to

hoose another

route.

These requirements are ne essary
vide the basi

onditions for a tra

jam dete tion servi e to pro-

fun tionality. Only the last three items are requirements for the a tual

design. The remaining items are requirements that the design assumes fullled.

3

Data Warehouse
Theory
As des ribed in the introdu tion, the purpose of the proje t do umented in this report
is to design a tra

jam dete tion servi e based on histori al information from a data

warehouse. This hapter gives a brief introdu tion to the theory of data warehousing.
The rst se tion

ontains a general des ription of data warehouses. This is followed

by two se tions ea h des ribing a spe i

s hema of a data warehouse.

Finally a

se tion des ribing related work in the area is presented.

3.1 General Data Warehouse Con epts
A data warehouse is a database used for OLAP. In an OLAP database the fo us is
on analyzing data, that is, to extra t information to be used for de ision support. A
data warehouse

an

ontain large amounts of data from several sour e databases and

it is updated from these sour es periodi ally, for instan e on e a day, or on e a month
depending on the purpose of the data warehouse. Therefore, a data warehouse need
not be

onsistent with the On-Line Transa tion Pro essing (OLTP) sour e databases.

However, when analyzing data from several years to nd overall trends information
from a single day has hardly any inuen e.
A data warehouse is

onstituted by two elements,

fa ts

and

dimensions

.

A fa t

ontains the data to be analyzed, and the dimensions give a view of the data stored
in the fa t. A fa t
example

onsists of

measures

, whi h are values des ribing the fa t.

ould be a sales fa t for a supermarket

measures Revenue and Prot.

The dimensions

hain. The fa t

ould

An

ontain the

ould be Customer and Produ t.
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As an illustration, the example in gure 3.1 uses a spreadsheet metaphor, where
the verti al and horizontal dire tions show the dimensions and their members. The
Produ t dimension has three members Pasta, Milk, and Cola and the Customer
dimension has members Jan and Jens. Ea h
two measures in a

ell in the gure represents a sale. The

ell show the revenue (R) and prot (P) of the sale measured in

dollars.
Fa ts are divided into three types a

ording to the properties of the fa t.

fa t types are

and

Jensen, 2001℄.

event fa t snapshot fa t
,

umulative snapshot fa t

Event fa ts represent events in the real world.

The

[Pedersen and

An example of an

event fa t is the sale fa t in gure 3.1.
The prot and revenue of ea h

ell represent a sale of a

ertain produ t to a

ertain

ustomer. The snapshot fa t represents the state of measured properties at a given
point in time, for instan e an inventory. The measured value represents the inventory
at a given point in time, e.g. the number of
fa t is the

olas in sto k. The

umulative value of a snapshot fa t. An example

umulative snapshot

ould be a Total Sales

fa t whi h holds the sum of all sales up to a given time.

Customer
Jan

Jens

Total

Product

Pasta

R: 100 $

P: 30 $

R: 103 $

P: 37 $

R: 203 $

P: 67 $

Milk

R: 42 $

P: 8 $

R: 127 $

P: 46 $

R: 169 $

P: 54 $

Cola

R: 2001 $

P: 903 $

R: 242 $

P: 103 $

R: 2243 $

P: 1006 $

Total

R: 2143 $

P: 941 $

R: 472 $

P: 186 $

R: 2615 $

P: 1127 $

Figure 3.1: Spreadsheet example of a data warehouse

In some dimensions the values of the members
dimension, for instan e, the age of the

slowly hanging dimensions

and

an

hange over time. In a

ustomer

ustomers hanges. Su h dimensions are

an be handled in dierent ways. In [Kimball

alled

et al.

,

1998, p. 180℄, three solutions are suggested. The simplest solution is to overwrite
the old value with the new one, but this will erase the histori al information of the
dimension. Another solution is inserting a new re ord with the new values into the
dimension table. This solution requires all re ords to have a time period asso iated,
stating when the re ord is valid. The problem

ould also be handled by adding an

old-value attribute, to whi h the old value is transferred when updating the attribute.

3.1 General Data Warehouse Con epts
The dimensions have

hierar hies

of the produ t dimension
the lowest and
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that group fa ts at dierent levels. The hierar hy

ould be as illustrated in gure 3.2. The produ t level is

ontains an entry for ea h produ t in the supermarket. A produ t,

e.g. Cola, belongs to the produ t group Soda, whi h again belongs to the produ t
ategory Beverages. The All level is the highest and

ontains only one entry. Every

dimension has an All level whi h is the top level of the hierar hy [Thomsen

et al.

,

1999, p. 9℄.
The measures of a fa t are typi ally numeri
gregation is used to

values that

Aggregation fun tions are sum, average, min, max and
prot measures

Ag-

ount.

The revenue and

ould be aggregated by the sum fun tion. Therefore, the aggregated

sale fa t at the produ t

ategory level would be the sum of prots and revenues for

produ ts belonging to that
Measures

an be aggregated.

al ulate the value of the measures at any level of a hierar hy.

ategory.

an be additive, semi-additive or non-additive a

ording to whether they

an be added over all dimensions, some dimensions, or no dimensions, respe tively.
As an example, an inventory measure

an be

onsidered. This measure

annot be

added over time and is therefore semi-additive. However, the remaining aggregation
fun tions

an still be applied, for instan e, to

al ulate average inventory per week.

All
Product Category
Product Group
Product
Figure 3.2: Hierar hy for a produ t dimension

The stru ture in a data warehouse is very dierent from an OLTP database where
the fo us is on the individual transa tion e.g. money transfer in a bank. In an OLTP
database it is important to avoid redundan y. This is a hieved by normalizing the
s hema but normalization

an lead to long exe ution times for queries involving large

amounts of data from dierent relations.
An important goal in the design of a data warehouse is to a hieve a low query
exe ution-time.

Therefore, unlike the OLTP database, a data warehouse permits

redundan y in order to redu e query exe ution-time. In order to obtain fast answers
to queries a te hnique

alled

pre-aggregation

is also used. The prin iple is to pre-

al ulate and store aggregate values at higher levels of the hierar hy. At run-time
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these values

an be a

essed dire tly or used in further

al ulations thereby redu ing

exe ution-time. An example of pre-aggregation is illustrated in gure 3.1 on page 28
where the total revenue and prot per produ t is pre- al ulated and listed at the end
of ea h row.
Two main approa hes to pre-aggregation are

aggregation

[Pedersen

et al.

full pre-aggregation

pra ti al pre-

and

, 1999, p. 1℄. Full pre-aggregation means pre-aggregating

the aggregate value of the fa t at every

ombination of levels in every dimension

of the fa ttype. However, the storage spa e needed to store the aggregated results
in reases rapidly with the number of dimensions and levels, and therefore, this strategy be omes infeasible. This phenomenon is

alled

data explosion

[Pedersen

et al.

,

1999℄. Pra ti al pre-aggregation, on the other hand, sele ts a subset of the aggregation levels. This in reases the performan e by de reasing response time without
taking up too mu h storage.
Pra ti al pre-aggregation uses the pre-aggregated values at one level to pre-aggregate
the values at the levels above. For this approa h to give the

.

a hieved if the hierar hy of the dimension members is
[Pedersen

et al.

, 1999℄.

Summarizability is

,

, and

overing

If these requirements are not satised, aggregated values

based on lower level aggregates
either

orre t result, data of

summarizable
stri t onto

a dimension used for pre-aggregation must be

an be in orre t be ause data at the lowest level are

ounted more than on e or not at all.

The following two se tions ea h

ontain a des ription of a data warehouse s hema.

First, the multidimensional s hema is des ribed, and then the star s hema whi h is
an adaption of the multidimensional model to the relational s hema.

3.2 Multidimensional Design
The multidimensional model, des ribed in [Kimball
ea h fa ttype in a
su h that ea h
a fa t
the

ube.

A

ube is

et al.

, 1998, p.

27℄, organizes

onstru ted of the dimensions of the fa ttype

ombination of dimension values

reates a

ell where the measures of

an be stored. An example is the member Cola of the produ t dimension and

ustomer Jan in gure 3.1 on page 28. The two measures representing the sale of

ola to Jan would be stored in the

orresponding

the spreadsheet example and a multidimensional
number of dimensions. An example of a

ube

ell. The main dieren e between
ube is that the

ombination of dimension values, the

an have any

an be seen in gure 3.3 on the next

page, where an extra time dimension has been added. In
for a

ube

ases where no fa t exists

ube has an empty

ell [Kimball, 1996, p.

199℄.
In the
of the

ube the hierar hies of dimensions are modeled by having dierent granularities
ells a

ording to the level in the hierar hy. When aggregating measures to

3.3 Star S hema Design
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e

m
Ti

Customer
Product
Figure 3.3: A

ube with three dimensions

a higher level of a dimension the number of

ells in that dimension will be redu ed.

For instan e, as shown in part a) of gure 3.4 on the following page, the values at
the lowest granularity of the produ t dimension,
an be aggregated to the produ t
the

ola, milk, jui e, pasta, and ri e,

ategory level, beverages and food, resulting in

ube in part b) of gure 3.4 on the next page with only two

ells in the produ t

dimension.
In the theory of multidimensional models viewing the data at a higher level, su h
as part b) instead of part a) in gure 3.4 on the following page, is
The inverse pro ess is

Sele ting a subset of the dimension values in the
is the sli e from the
An example

alled rolling up.

alled drilling down.

ube

ube is

alled sli ing. The result

ontaining the spe ied value and the rest is

ut away.

ould be sele ting the month of May in the time dimension in part a)

of gure 3.5 on page 33. As shown in part b), the result is a sli e of the

ube only

ontaining measures from May.

3.3 Star S hema Design
The star s hema is an alternative to the multidimensional design and is based on the
relational database design. In gure 3.6 on the following page the sale example from
gure 3.1 on page 28 is designed as a star s hema with an additional time dimension.
In a star s hema the fa ts and dimensions are stored in tables, and there is typi ally a
one-to-many relationship between the dimensions and the fa t. By sele ting a subset
of the dimension tuples and joining with the fa t table the star s hema allows sli ing
in the dimensions just like the multidimensional design.
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e

e

m
Ti

m
Ti

Customer

Customer
Rice

Pasta

Juice

Milk

Cola

Beverages

Food

Product

Product

a)

b)

Figure 3.4: A

ube before (a) and after (b) aggregation on the produ t dimension

The advantage of the star s hema design is that it

an be implemented in

onven-

tional relational databases, whereas the multidimensional designs are implemented in
multidimensional OLAP systems like Mi rosoft SQL Server with Analysis Servi es.

Customer Dimension

Time Dimension

Sale Fact

Product Dimension

Figure 3.6: Star s hema for the sale fa t

The disadvantage of using a star s hema is that it does not support the hierar hy
stru ture of the multidimensional design. In order to a hieve the advantage of preaggregation, the Ora le RDBMS has a fun tionality

alled

materialized view

.

A

materialized view is a table storing the result of an SQL-query. A materialized view
is

reated for the the

hosen aggregation level. The Ora le query optimizer

an then

rewrite a query to utilize the pre-aggregated values in the materialized view.

3.4 Related Work
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Figure 3.5: A

ube before (a) and after (b) sli ing on the time dimension

3.4 Related Work
OLAP systems are nding widespread use in the area of

ontinuously moving obje ts

and lo ation-based servi es. An introdu tion to temporal data management
found in [Jensen and Snodgrass, 1999℄, and [Papadias

et al.

, 2001a℄

an be

onsiders the

star s hema and fo uses on the spatial dimensions. The paper presents a grouping
hierar hy based on the spatial index at the nest spatial granularity and it presents
e ient methods to pro ess arbitrary aggregations. The same applies for [Papadias

al.

et

, 2001b℄ whi h des ribes a framework for supporting OLAP operations over spatio-

temporal data and presents data stru tures integrating spatio-temporal indexing with
pre-aggregation.
From data found in real-world appli ations, [Pedersen

et al.

, 2001℄ identies some

important modeling requirements for multidimensional data models.

A thorough

analysis of existing multidimensional data models reveals short omings in meeting
these requirements and therefore la ks the ability to represent more

omplex data.

The paper denes an extended multidimensional data model and algebrai

query lan-

guage that address these requirements where topi s su h as hange, time, impre ision
and data with varying granularity are handled.
In [Guting

et al.

, 2000℄ the goal is to provide a DBMS data model and query language

apable of handling time-dependent geometries su h as moving points. The paper
presents an abstra t data type extension to a DBMS data model and a query language
where auxiliary data types are in luded.
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Moving obje ts will have

ontinuously

hanging positions but

ontinuous updating

and storing of su h obje ts is not a possible solution. The positions will instead be
updated at dis rete time intervals. The paper [Pitoura and Samaras, 2001℄

ontains

a survey of various approa hes to the problem of storing, querying and updating
the lo ation of obje ts in mobile

omputing. The arti le [Pfoser and Jensen, 1999℄

reports on the resear h in the representation of the positions of moving point obje ts
su h as interpolation of positions inbetween samples and the position un ertainty.
The problem of updating and querying databases representing information about
moving obje ts is addressed in [Wolfson

et al.

, 1999℄ espe ially in luding informa-

tion about when to update the positions. An information
un ertainty, deviation, and

ost model that

aptures

ommuni ation is proposed as a solution to the problem.

OLAP systems require fast answers to queries and therefore, indexing te hniques
are developed for minimizing query-response time. In [Guttman, 1984℄ the R-tree is
des ribed whi h is a dynami

index stru ture suited for data obje ts of non-zero size

lo ated in multidimensional spa es. The paper also in ludes algorithms for sear hing
and updating the R-tree. The arti le [Saltenis

et al.



, 2000℄ proposes an R -tree based

indexing te hnique that supports e ient querying of
positions of
The index a
In [Pfoser

urrent and proje ted future

ontinuously moving obje ts in one, two- and three-dimensional spa e.
ommodates a dynami

et al.

set, where obje ts may appear and disappear.

, 2000℄ the fo us is on the spatio-temporal sub-domain of traje tories

of moving point obje ts. New types of queries are presented as well as algorithms
for their pro essing. Furthermore, two trees for a

essing the data are presented.

Re ently, DSMSs (Data Stream Management Systems) have emerged. These systems
an handle unlimited streams of data and perform queries on these. The arti le [Babo k

et al.

, 2002℄

onsiders fundamental models and issues in developing a general

purpose DSMS.
This general theory provides the basis for designing data warehouse s.
be used in the following four
des ribed.

hapters where the tra

This will

jam dete tion methods are

4

Max Speed Method
The rst method for tra

jam dete tion uses the speed of vehi les as an indi ator.

The method indi ates that there is a tra
speed of

jam on a road segment if the maximum

ars driving on the segment is low. First, a method for tra

jam dete tion

will be developed and then, a database for supporting the method is designed. The
method will be referred to as the Max Speed Method.

4.1 Des ription of Max Speed Method
In this se tion it will be des ribed how the speed of

ars is used to dete t a tra

jam.

4.1.1 Dis ussion of Dete tion Method
The purpose of the Max Speed Method is to determine whether there
a tra

jam on a road segment. In order to do this the

lo ated on the segment is registered.
that the slower the tra

jam sin e the remaining

If there is in fa t a tra
same speed sin e a
ase while the tra

jamis. The

ars on a segment is used as an

ars must have a lower or equal speed.

Therefore, if the maximum speed is low then all
ould be be ause of a tra

ars

The prin iple of the Max Speed Method is

is moving the greater the probability of tra

maximum speed of all the observations of moving
indi ation of tra

urrently is

urrent speed of the

ars are driving slowly and this

jam.

jam on a segment, the

ars will all have approximately the

ar must adapt its speed to the

ar in front of it. This is not the

jam is developing. In this phase the

ars joining the tra

jam
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from behind will have a higher speed until they
the tra

jam o

of the tra

at h up with the tra

jam. When

upies the stret h from the beginning of the segment to the origin

jam, all

ars in the tra

Speed Method will not be able to

jam have the same speed. Therefore, the Max

laim there is a tra

the stret h is ae ted. Furthermore, if
getting out of the tra

jam on a segment unless

ars in the front part of the tra

jam they might be able to a

jam are

elerate and rea h high speeds.

If they have not left the segment at this point in time the Max Speed Method will
not dete t the tra

jam. This is why the Max Speed Method should be asso iated

with road segments and not roads as des ribed in se tion 2.3. Segments are shorter
and

an therefore provide information faster.

The Max Speed Method might in some
tra

ases make wrong dete tions su h that a

jam is dete ted even though there is no tra

all, if there is little tra

on a road, a single

of this method. If only one

ar

jam on the segment. First of

an have great impa t on the result

ar is driving on a road segment, the speed of this

be the maximum speed of the segment. If that
Method would falsely dete t a tra

jam on that segment. In order to avoid this

situation both the maximum speed and the number of
should be taken into a
in a tra

ar will

ar is driving slowly the Max Speed

ount. If this is done, the

ars driving on the segment

ase just des ribed would not result

jam dete tion, even though the maximum speed is low. That is be ause

at the same time as the maximum speed is low the number of
low whi h means that the tra
and therefore, it is not a tra

is too sparse for the

ars to ae t ea h others speed

jam but a small number of slow drivers.

Another situation where the Max Speed Method might fail is
of other sorts where even though a lot of
there is a tra

jam. The

rossroads or

rossings

ars are waiting in line it does not mean

ars are waiting for other tra

ontinue. The Max Speed Method will in this
the number of

ars on the segment is

to pass before they

ase dete t a tra

jam. However,

ars might remedy the situation. There might not be enough

set o the tra

an

ars to

jam dete tion. A dis ussion of how to solve this problem

an be

found in the following se tion.
It might also be a problem for the Max Speed Method to

onsider parking lots, for

instan e at big shopping malls, where there might be many

ars. Most of them will be

parked with their engine turned o and they will therefore not report any positions.
But

ars that are not parked will be driving slowly and therefore, a tra

jam

easily, but in orre tly, be dete ted. Furthermore, the parking lot might be
a road and it might not be possible to determine the position of the
Therefore, some of the
road and a tra

jam

segment

ars pre isely.

ars in the parking lot might be re orded as being on the
ould therefore in orre tly be dete ted on the road. Another

problem is that parking lots are not assigned road
not be

ould

lose to

odes and they might therefore

onsidered as a possible position when positions of
odes. This would

ause all observations from

lot to be mapped onto the nearest road and a tra

ars are assigned road

ars driving on the parking

jam might be dete ted on the

4.1 Des ription of Max Speed Method
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road. A possible solution to this problem is to manually add segment

odes to all

parking lots.
Another thing to

onsider is that a tra

other. If there is a tra

jam

an be in one dire tion but not in the

jam in only one dire tion the Max Speed Method might

still dete t high speeds in the other dire tion. If a segment is not divided into two
dire tions the Max Speed Method will fail to provide the desired information.
order for the Max Speed Method to provide tra

In

jam information it must be able

to distinguish between the two dire tions of a road.

4.1.2 Cal ulation of Maximum Speed
This se tion will des ribe several methods of

al ulating the present maximum speed

and dis uss advantages and disadvantages of them.
The maximum speed for a segment is the maximum speed of all the observations of
ars driving in the same dire tion on that segment. Therefore, the present maximum
speed

ould be

al ulated by taking the maximum of all reported observations at a

ertain instant in time. The disadvantage of this approa h is the reliability of the
value as a des ription of the general behavior of
in the instan e of the
general situation. The

al ulated maximum the

ars on the road segment. That is,

ars might be driving slower than the

ars might for instan e have stopped for a red light.

Instead, the maximum speed

ould be

al ulated for a time interval to obtain a better

des ription of the general value. The time interval

ould for instan e be 30 se onds or

ve minutes. For the remainder of this thesis, one minute will be used as the length
of the intervals. It should be long enough that no tra

lights

an remain red for

the entire interval and it should be short enough for people to be informed in time.
If the maximum speed is low in the entire time interval, the tra
slowly during that interval.

So if only the serious tra

i.e. those that last a long time and o

has been moving

jams should be dete ted,

upy a lot of spa e, then the time interval

ould simply be in reased. An example

ould be only to dete t tra

jams whi h

last longer than ten minutes sin e those that last shorter dissolve too qui kly to be
of general interest. In su h a

ase the time interval

ould be set to ten minutes. The

disadvantage of prolonging the time interval is that the dete tion
the end of the interval. This means that
jam might rea h the tra
problem is to
tra

an only o

ur at

ars heading in the dire tion of the tra

jam before being warned about it.

A solution to this

hoose intervals of one minute and then report tra

jams only if a

jam is dete ted several intervals after ea h other.

The Max Speed Method for dete ting tra
it will dete t tra

jams will use intervals of one minute and

jams for ea h segment and dire tion individually. The method

ould be used in two ways.

It

ould

al ulate the maximum speed for the last 60

se onds ea h time a request to determine tra

jam is re eived from a driver.

It
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ould also

al ulate the maximum speed periodi ally every minute and use the stored

value of the last

al ulated period ea h time a request is re eived. Cal ulating the

maximum speed on request has the advantage of always giving the maximum value
for the last minute whereas the periodi
give the maximum value
request

al ulation method in the worst

ase would

al ulated 59 se onds ago for a period of one minute. The

al ulation method, however, has the disadvantage that it

an introdu e an

extra load on the request pro essing, sin e the maximum speed has to be
ea h time a request is re eived. If the maximum speed is
if there are many requests the

al ulated

al ulated on request and

al ulation might be performed many times within

the same minute. Therefore, when using the periodi

al ulation more requests

an

be pro essed simultaneously.
Cal ulating the maximum speed for a minute might not be enough to determine the
general behavior of

ars on a segment. On the other hand,

al ulating the maximum

speed for a longer interval might not be desirable be ause it postpones the result.
By using periodi

al ulations, however, it is possible to store the last ve or six

results. If the values are the same in all the stored results, then the likelihood of it
being representative for the general behavior is large. Comparing stored maximum
speed values is not an advantage when

al ulating on request, sin e the requests are

asyn hronous.
In order to redu e the amount of storage in memory needed to store the ne essary
tra

information, the periodi

al ulation method

maximum speed up till now for the

ould simply store the

urrent

urrent interval for ea h segment. This means

that ea h time an observation is re eived the speed of the observation is stored only
if it is larger than the

urrent maximum speed. Therefore, it is not ne essary to store

the a tual observations.

4.1.3 Dete tion by Max Speed Method
As previously des ribed there are two kinds of tra
tra

jams, periodi

and non-periodi

jams. If no distin tion between these two kinds is made, tra

dete ted by

omparing the observed values with

onstant values.

speed of the observations from a segment and the number of
segment are
a tra

jams

an be

The maximum

ars lo ated on the

ompared to threshold values in order to determine whether there is

jam on the road segment.

The threshold values for the speed

ould for

instan e be determined by the legal speed limit on the road. The threshold for the
number of

ars

ould be determined from the

is a value that states how many
others speed
road

onsiderably.

ars

A road

apa ity of the road.

The

apa ity

an be on a segment without ae ting ea h

lassi ation

an be obtained from DAV. This

lassi ation is independent of the length of the road and from this information

an approximate

apa ity

an be estimated.

4.1 Des ription of Max Speed Method
First of all, if a tra
a few
be
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jam is dete ted on a segment there must be more than only

ars on that segment. To ensure this, the number of

ompared to the

apa ity as in equation (4.1).

ars on the segment

The Min- ars-Quantier

for instan e be set to 0.2 whi h means that if the number of
equal to 20% of the maximum

apa ity no tra

an

ould

ars is smaller than or

jam is dete ted for that segment.

This equation is thus a ne essary but not su ient

ondition for a tra

jam to be

present.

Number of Cars > Min- ars-Quantier

If there are su iently many
is low. The re orded speed

ars on the road a tra

an be

 Capa ity

(4.1)

jam is dete ted if the speed

ompared to the speed limit on the segment as in

equation (4.2) and if the equation is true, there might be a tra

jam. The Speed-

limit-Quantier determines how low the re orded speed should be
limit before there is a tra

jam. It

ould for instan e be set to 0.75.

Maximum Speed < Speed-limit-Quantier

 Speed Limit

Thus, only if both equations (4.1) and (4.2) are true a tra
If only non-periodi
ars

an be

tra

(4.2)

jam is dete ted.

jams should be dete ted the in oming values from the

ompared to histori al re ordings of the tra

the maximum speed

ompared to the

ould be

situation. As an example

ompared to a histori ally re orded average maximum

speed of a road segment.
The advantage of using histori al data is, that if ordinarily the average maximum
speed of the road is low then the situation is not
in se tion 2.6.

lassied as a tra

jam as des ribed

Using histori al data also means that if a road often has tra

jams, these are not dete ted sin e this is the normal situation and therefore, the
average maximum speed of that road is low. If the legal speed limit of the road is
used, however, every tra
situations

jam would be dete ted sin e they are all extraordinary

ompared to the legal speed limit. Assuming that the speed is re orded

periodi ally the average maximum speed for one dire tion of a road segment based
on observations from the past is

al ulated as in equation (4.3). The value of Number

of Intervals is the number of intervals that passed for whi h the maximum speed has
been registered.

Average Maximum Speed

=

P

Maximum Speed

Number of Intervals

(4.3)
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The average maximum speed of the
segment.

ars

onstitute the normal situation of the road

However, only situations where the tra

normal situation are interesting when dete ting tra

onditions deviate from the
jams. That is, the tra

the road segment should only be identied as a tra
of the

on

jam if the maximum speed

ars on the road segment is lower than the average maximum speed on the

segment.

It is not su ient that the maximum speed is only slightly lower than

the average maximum speed be ause there will always be variations in the tra .
Sometimes, the speed will be lower than usual even though there is no tra
for instan e be ause of interse tions or people driving slowly. When tra
dete ted the speed should be even lower than in these
Speed-Quantier is introdu ed. It

jam will be dete ted. Also in this

is there are more than just a few

jams are

ases. Therefore, the value

ould for instan e be set to 0.8. This means that

if the re orded maximum speed is only 80%
a tra

jam,

ompared to the usual maximum speed,
ase a tra

jam should only be dete ted

ars on the road. Therefore, both equations (4.1)

and (4.4) should be true before a tra

jam is dete ted.

Maximum Speed < Speed-Quantier

 Average Maximum Speed

(4.4)

4.2 Design of Max Speed Method
In this se tion the design of the Max Speed Method is des ribed.
des ription in the previous se tion and in

Based on the

hapter 2 the demands for the design will

now be des ribed.

 Present:

The method should

ontain information about the

situation and it must therefore be able to dete t tra
time. Hen e, the methods should be able to

 Past:

The design must

the dete tion
the tra

urrent tra
urring in real-

onsider real-time data.

ontain histori al information about tra

su h that

an be based on the past. In this way the normal deviations in

patterns

 Areas: A road

an be taken into a

ount.

an be long and there might be a tra

the other. The Max Speed Method
segments instead of roads more tra
is to

jams o

jam in one end and not

annot dete t su h tra
jams

jams. By using

an be dete ted. Another solution

onsider small areas su h as interse tions involving more than one road.

However, there might be a tra
and in su h a

jam on one of the roads but not on the other

ase the Max Speed Method would not dete t the tra

Therefore, using segments is a better solution.

jam.

4.2 Design of Max Speed Method

 Dire tion:

A tra

jam

to dete t su h tra

an o
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ur in only one dire tion of a road. In order

jams ea h part of a road should be divided into two

dire tions.

 Time of Day:

The histori al data should not be

al ulated for an entire

day be ause there might be dieren es in the tra

over the day and these

dieren es will be blurred if all values throughout day are added.

 Day Type: The tra

an be dierent depending on whether it is weekday or

weekend. Therefore, the values of the Max Speed Method should be separated
depending on whi h part of the week they belong. There

an also be dieren es

depending on the individual day. This indi ates that a further partition into
the seven days of week

an be advantageous.

The demands des ribed above are the requirements for the data warehouse whi h will
be designed in this se tion. This, however, does not mean that the entire method will
be implemented as a data warehouse. The
and number of

al ulation of the present maximum speed

ars does not have to be stored in a fa t sin e they will only

one value at a time.

ontain

There is no need for aggregating whi h is the main feature

of multidimensional databases.

Another possibility is to store it in an ordinary

database. The benet of this approa h is not as big as the benet of storing it in
the memory, sin e storing it in a database means slow a

ess be ause it is stored on

disk. Furthermore, the relational power of the database is not utilized be ause only
two values per segment need to be stored at a time.
and number of
and tra

Storing the maximum speed

ars in memory on the other hand has the advantage of fast a

jam queries

ess

an therefore be answered qui kly. Also, sin e there are only

two values per segment, there is no need for sorting or sear hing.
The histori al data on the other hand is well suited for a data warehouse. Pla ing
the average maximum speed and the average number of

ars in a data warehouse

enables the possibility of sli ing on the time dimension and rolling up and down.
For instan e, determining the average number of
a simple task if there is a day type dimension.

ars on a segment in weekends is
Therefore, a data warehouse with

appropriate dimensions and measures will be designed.

4.2.1 Road Segment Dimension
Tra

jams will be dete ted for ea h road segment individually be ause dierent

onditions apply for dierent segments.

The Road Segment dimension

ould have

two levels, an All and a Segment level. However, to enable the possibility of statisti al
analysis on the information in the data warehouse several additional levels are added.
The rst level above the Segment level is the Road level. This level

ould be used

to determine if a road in general is overloaded. The next level is Postal Code, then
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Town, Kommune, Country and nally the All level. Ea h segment belongs to exa tly
one road. A road
road level

several postal
these

an pass through several postal distri ts and towns. Therefore, the

annot be

hild of the postal

odes and a postal

ode

ode level or road level. A town
an

over more than one town.

an also not be in a parent- hild relationship. A road

kommunes and even

an have

Therefore,

an pass through several

ountries. Therefore, the parent to the road level should be the

All level.
The hierar hy is illustrated in gure 4.1.

All
Country
Kommune
Road

Postal Code

Town

Segment
Figure 4.1: The hierar hy of the Road Segment dimension

The hierar hy is stri t be ause ea h

hild element has only one parent and it is onto

be ause ea h element has at least one
level. The hierar hy is not

hild ex ept for the segments at the lowest

overing be ause a segment need not belong to a town.

This means that some segments skip a level and map straight up to the Kommune
level. If this part of the hierar hy is used for pre-aggregation an extra attribute
ountryside
a town

alled

an be added to the Town level su h that all segments that are not in

an map up to this value. By adding this attribute pre-aggregated values at

the Town level

an be used for further aggregation.

The two remaining parts of the hierar hy are

overing,

4.2.2 Day Dimension
In the requirements it was stated that the tra

varies depending on the day of week.

Therefore, the data warehouse must have a Day dimension, whi h enables sli ing on
weekend and weekday values.
The Day dimension

ould be realized as a dimension with two levels, an All and

4.2 Design of Max Speed Method
a Day Type level where the latter
adding another level
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ontains the values Weekend and Weekday. By

ontaining the name of the day, variations between days of the

week are taken into a

ount when

al ulating the measures. The

onsequen e is that

the fa t table will grow. Instead of having a fa t for weekends and weekdays there
will be a fa t for every day. This means that in the worst

7
2 times

ase there will be

as mu h data in the fa t table. This is be ause the dimensions are independent so
adding or deleting levels in the hierar hy of a dimension only ae ts the fa t table
and not the other dimensions.
The Day dimension

ould furthermore be expanded with a Date level. The in rease

of the fa t table would depend on the period registered in the Day dimension. If the
Day dimension

ontains dates from one year it would in the worst

amount of fa ts by 365 times. If no observations o

ase in rease the

ur for a given hour, no fa t will

be stored in the fa t table for that hour. Therefore, the average

ase s enario will

most likely require less storage spa e. This is be ause the probability of observations
not o

urring during a single hour is larger than the probability of an observation

not o

urring during the same hour on the same day of week.

Adding a date level to the dimension eases the addition of extra information whi h
is dependent on the date. For instan e, information about the weather like when it
rains or snows or information about events su h as football mat hes
the Day dimension when it o

urs. This is possible be ause the

an be added to

hanges only o

ur

in the Day dimension. They would not ae t the relationship between the dimension
and the fa ts.
Another advantage of adding a date level is that old information

an be left out so

that it does not ae t the aggregated values. An example where this
 ial is when the tra
work.

In this

onditions

ould be bene-

hange, for instan e be ause of road

onstru tion

ase, the values from before the repair started should not be used

when retrieving values from the data warehouse. In order to adjust to the
hanges in tra

ontinual

patterns, values older than for instan e a month should perhaps

not be used. This is possible by sli ing on the Day dimension. For the same reason,
the Month and Year levels are added. They enable the user to sele t a spe i
if

ertain properties depending on the period is to be investigated.

period
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All
Year

Day Type

Month

Day of Week
Date

Figure 4.2: The hierar hy of the Day dimension

Both paths of the hierar hy are stri t, onto and

overing.

4.2.3 Time of Day Dimension
In order to

omply with the requirement of separating values that o

ur on dierent

times of a day, the Time Of Day dimension is added. The Time of Day dimension
divides a day into intervals. The rst interval is the morning tra
rush hour o

where the morning

urs, the next interval is day-time, the third is the evening rush hour,

then late-evening, and nally night time.
As for the day type dimension if the ve intervals above are the lowest granularity
it would be di ult to
require

hange the time spa e of ea h of these periods sin e it would

hanging the relations between the dimension and the fa t.

dimension

Instead, the

ould be generalized by adding an hour level as the nest granularity of

the Day Interval dimension as shown in gure 4.3.

All
Period
Hour
Figure 4.3: The hierar hy of the Time of Day dimension

The hierar hy is stri t, onto and

overing.

Adding the Hour level in reases the amount of fa ts by

24
5 times in the worst

ase.

4.2 Design of Max Speed Method
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The requirements stated in the beginning of this se tion

onsider two measures of

time, Day and Time of Day. In a data warehouse the Day and Time of Day dimensions as des ribed above
dimension

ould be implemented as two separate dimensions or one

ontaining all information.

The advantage of having two dimensions is

that sele ting only one of the values, e.g. tra

in the weekend, requires less

ompu-

tation if stored in two separate fa t tables. Furthermore, the storage spa e needed
for storing the two dimensions is smaller than for one large dimension, sin e the
ombined dimension should

ontain the Cartesian produ t of the two.

The disad-

vantage of this approa h is that it in reases the size of ea h tuple in the fa t table,
be ause there must be two attributes in the fa t table instead of one in order to refer
to two dimensions. Individually, these two attributes will be smaller than the large
attribute, however. Another disadvantage of having two dimensions instead of one is
that when sli ing on both dimensions and joining with the fa t table two joins must
be

omputed instead of one.

4.2.4 Speed History Data Warehouse
The histori al data that is used for
stored in a data warehouse.

omparison with the in oming observations is

The stru ture of the data warehouse is illustrated in

the star s hema in gure 4.4 on the following page.

The fa t table

ontains ve

measures. The Maximum Speed is the sum of all maximum speeds re orded for the
given segment within the given hour. The sum is not interesting, however, only the
average.

Therefore, the measure Number of Intervals holds the number of values

ontained in the Maximum Speed measure su h that the average
The Number of Observations is an additional measure

an be

omputed.

ontaining the number of

observations re eived within the given hour for the given segment. This value

an be

used as an indi ation of whether there is su ient data for making de isions based
on it.

The two nal measures are provided for statisti al analysis only.

ontains the number of non-periodi
number of tra

tra

jams, that is, both periodi

jams and the other
and non-periodi

The rst

ontains the total

tra

jams, dete ted

within the hour for ea h segment. The Speed History fa t is a snapshot fa t, be ause
the measures

ontain snapshots of the tra

situations on road segments.

The measures listed in gure 4.4 on the next page are physi al measures. They are
used to

al ulate the logi al measure Average Maximum Speed as des ribed in se tion

4.1. All the physi al measures are aggregated by the sum fun tion. Assuming that
the time interval during whi h the maximum speed is

al ulated is one minute, then

the value of the Maximum Speed measure at the lowest granularity is the sum of
the 60 maximum speeds

al ulated during one hour. The Number of Observations

is the total number of observations that have been re eived within one hour. This
measure is used to determine if the quantity of the histori al data is su ient.
not, more data

If

ould be in luded. The Number of Intervals measure would have the

value 60 sin e the Maximum speed measure

ontains the value of 60 time intervals
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of one minute.

If aggregating over the Road Segment dimension the value would

not be of any use.

Therefore, the measure Number of Intervals

ould instead be

stored in the Day and Time of Day dimensions with the value 60 at the lowest level
of the Time of Day dimension and the value
the Day dimension.

24  60 = 1440 at the lowest level of

At higher levels the aggregated values would be stored and

at any level the values

ould be used for

al ulations as if it were pla ed in the

fa t table. Storing this measure in the dimensions instead of in the fa t table would
redu e the storage spa e needed. It

ould, however, make query writing more tedious

be ause the query writer has to remember the right granularity for the given query.
The measures Maximum Speed and Number of Intervals are only additive over the
temporal dimensions. They are non-additive over the Road Segment dimension. The
remaining three measures are additive over all dimensions.

Speed History Fact
Segment_id

Segment_id

Day_type_id

Speed Limit

Day_type_id

Day Type

Capacity

Time_id

Day of Week

Road Code

Max. Speed

Date

Road Name

No. of Intervals

Month

Postal Code

No. of Obs.

Year

Town

Non−periodic TJ.

Kommune Code

All TJ.

Day Dimension
Time_id

Kommune Name

Period

Country

Hour

Road Segment Dimension

Time of Day Dimension

Figure 4.4: The star s hema for the Speed History fa t

The worst

ase size of the fa t table depends on the extent of the geographi al area

overed by the tra

jam servi e, that is, the area whi h the road segments in the

Road Segment dimension belongs to. This is be ause the larger the area the more
roads and therefore the more segments.

As an example, a

ording to information

from Aalborg Kommune obtained in fall 2001 the town Aalborg in northern Jylland
in Denmark has 2.217 roads.
segments, the worst
equation (4.5).

Assuming ea h road on average is divided into 20

ase size of the fa t table for one day will be as shown in

4.2 Design of Max Speed Method
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2 217 roads  20 segments  24 hours = 1 064 160 tuples
:

This is not a

:

onsiderable size

:

onsidering that it is for one town and for one day.

On the other hand, there might be some roads where tra
to o

ur su h as small roads in residential areas and remote

a tra

jam would o

ur in su h a pla e only few

the road is not used by many
determined that tra

(4.5)

ars.

jams are very unlikely
ountry roads. Even if

ars would be ae ted be ause

If the fa t table be omes to large it

jams will not be dete ted for these roads.

ould be

5

Traffic Flow
Method
This

hapter

ontains a des ription of another way to dete t a tra

dete tion method is based on the number of

jam.

The

ars on a segment and the tra

ow

on that segment within a given time interval. The method will be referred to as the
Tra

Flow Method.

5.1 Des ription of Tra Flow Method
If there is a tra

jam on a segment,

ause a de rease in the number of
number of
of tra

This de rease

To determine su h a de rease the

measured. The term Tra
The Tra

ars leaving the segment and perhaps also in the

ars entering the segment.

jam.

ars will move slowly or not at all. This will
an be used as an indi ation

ontinuous ow of

Flow will be used to des ribe this

Flow of a segment is the number of

ertain time interval. The ow

ould be

ars

an be

ontinuous ow.

ars leaving the segment within a

al ulated by taking the number of dierent

ars on the segment within, for instan e, a minute and subtra ting the number of
ars on the segment at the end of that minute. This way, the number of

ars that

have left the segment within that minute is obtained and this will be the tra
for that minute. If there is a tra
The
(5.1).

al ulation of the Tra

jam on the segment the tra

Flow of a given segment is

ow

ow will be low.

omputed from equation
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Tra

Flow

= Number of Cars Within Minute

Sometimes, the ow
This

ould be low even though there is no tra

ould for instan e be the
ars on the segment

If a tra

jam suddenly o

is moving and this is su ient for the

jam.
ase

jam.

urs, the Tra

Flow Method will not be able to dete t it

ident o

urs and the segment is almost blo ked,

At rst, right after the a

passed the pla e of the a

ars.

ars on a segment the ow might still be high and if

immediately. If, for instan e, an a
this will ae t the ow.

ount. Thus, to dete t a tra

onsiderable number of

the ow is high at least part of the tra
onsidered a tra

ars

ases the

ars alone would not be su ient to dete t a tra

Even though there are many
not to be

jam on the segment.

jams will be dete ted in these

an be taken into a

jam there must be both a low ow and a
Considering the number of

(5.1)

ase if there are only few or perhaps even no

on the segment. To ensure that no tra
number of

Final Number of Cars

ident

an

ident,

ars that have already

ontinue unae tedly.

The number of

ars

leaving the segment might therefore not

hange immediately after the a

ow will not be redu ed until all these

ars have left the segment. This is be ause

ars that were behind the point of the a
way as

ars in front of the a

point of time where
Thus, in this
tra

ident are not able to

ident. This will

ars behind the a

ident. The

ontinue in the same

ause a redu tion of the ow at the

ident were supposed to have left the segment.

ase shorter segments are able to provide faster information about

jams. The segments should not be too short either. Segments of only a few

meters would be too short be ause it would be di ult to distinguish a tra

jam

from normal deviations in the tra . An appropriate size for a segment might be
200 to 500 meters.
As for the Max Speed Method, a tra
ertain amount of

jam

annot be dete ted unless there is a

ars on the road and therefore, the same equation as for the Max

Speed Method displayed again in equation (5.2), is used to determine if there is a
su ient number of

ars on the segment for a tra

jam to be determined.

The

Min- ars-Quantier need not have the same value for this method as for the Max
Speed Method.

Number of Cars > Min- ars-Quantier

In order to determine that there is a tra
Flow will also be low if there are only few
few

 Capa ity

jam, the tra

(5.2)

ow must be low. The

ars on the segment be ause then only

ars will leave the segment. This makes it di ult to determine whether there

is a tra

jam. It

an only be

ertain that there is a tra

jam if there is a high

5.1 Des ription of Tra Flow Method
number of

ars on the road at the same time as when the ow is low. Therefore, the

Min- ars-Quantier
It
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ould be set to a higher value than in the Max Speed Method.

ould for instan e be set to 0.8 su h that if there are less than 80%

to the

apa ity no tra

ars

ompared

jams will be dete ted.

There is no road information available about the ow on a road and it

an therefore

be di ult to determine if a given ow is high or low be ause there are no ow
values to
the

ompare it with.

A maximum ow might, however, be determined from

apa ity and speed limit on the segment. Segments with high

speed limit

an have a higher ow than segments with low

limit. From these values an approximate maximum ow
segment. It

an then be de ided that tra

apa ity and high

apa ity and low speed

an be

omputed for ea h

jams will only be dete ted if the ow

drops below 50% of the maximum ow and only if there are more than 80%
ompared to the maximum

the same time as (5.2) in order to dete t a tra
The Max-ow-Quantier

Tra

jams

same way as des ribed in

 Maximum Flow

(5.3)

an also be based on histori al information in the

hapter 4. The tra

throughout the week and this
The tra

jam is shown in equation (5.3).

ould for instan e be set to 0.5.

Flow < Max-ow-Quantier

The dete tion of tra

ars

apa ity. The additional equation that must be true at

may dier throughout the day and

an be taken into a

ount by the histori al information.

might also dier from road to road. Su h dieren es are also be taken into

onsideration when using histori al information. All this

an be done by

dierent histori al values depending on the segment and the time.
values of the tra

ow for ea h segment and for ea h time period is

taking the sum of all tra

al ulating

The histori al
al ulated by

ows re orded within the last period, for instan e within

the last month, and dividing by the number of values summarized. The formula is
given in (5.4).

Average Tra

Flow

=

P

Tra

Flow

(5.4)

Number of Intervals

As des ribed previously, there might not be a tra

jam even though the tra

is low. This is be ause the ow is automati ally low if the number of
Therefore, the average tra
number of

ars must also be

the average number of
tra

ow is not su ient indi ation of a tra
onsidered.

By

jam. The

omparing the number of

ars, the situations where a low number of

ars

ars with

ause a low

ow are eliminated. The histori al information about the number of

al ulated in a similar way as shown in equation (5.5).

ow

ars is low.

ars is
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Average Number of Cars

In order to determine if there is a tra
ow for that segment and for the
ow is

ompared to the tra

low, there might be a tra

=

P

Number of Cars

(5.5)

Number of Intervals

ow on a given segment the histori al tra

urrent time is sele ted. Then the histori al tra

ow re ently re orded and if the latter is su iently
jam.

However,

onsidering the everyday tra

given period of the day there might be a varying number of

ars and smaller

in the ow, for instan e

jam will

aused by interse tions.

A tra

for a
hanges

ause a larger

de rease in the ow than what happens due to normal variations in the tra . In
order to avoid that normal tra

variations are dete ted as tra

information should not be dire tly

jams the histori al

ompared to the a tual ow. Instead, a quantier

alled Flow-Quantier is introdu ed. This quantier is multiplied by the histori al
information in order to s ale down the size of the histori al value. The value of the
quantier must therefore be between zero and one, for instan e 0.75. Furthermore,
the value

ould depend on the segment and the time be ause the tra

might behave

dierent on dierent segments and on dierent times of the day. A way of determining
a good value for the quantier is to adjust it a

ording to information about when

tra

jams have o

tra

jam will not be dete ted if the value of equation (5.6) is false.

Tra

urred. On e a value for the quantier has been determined, a

Flow

Flow-Quantier

<

 Average Tra

Due to the dierent loads and sizes of roads the number of
without

ausing

ars that

(5.6)

an be on a road

ongestion will also dier from road to road. Therefore, to determine

if there are enough
be

Flow

ars on a road to

ause a tra

jam histori al information

onsidered and a quantier is introdu ed as for the tra

an

ow. The quantier

alled Cars-Quantier should be larger than 0 and it should be su iently large to
dete t only high numbers of

ars. It

(5.7) is used to indi ate a tra

Number of Cars

>

ould for instan e be set to 0.9. The equation

jam.

Cars-Quantier

 Average Number of Cars

(5.7)

If both equations (5.2) (5.6) and (5.7) are all true at the same time the
onsidered a tra
and a tra

jam. However, if the

ars have a red light, the ow

ase is

an be low

jam will be dete ted even though the low ow is only temporary. As

for the previous method, this

an be avoided by not dete ting a tra

three expressions have been true for several

onse utive intervals.

jam unless all

5.2 Design of Tra Flow Method
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5.2 Design of Tra Flow Method
In the previous se tion the Tra

Flow Method for dete ting tra

ussed. From this dis ussion and from the general des ription in
requirements for the design have been made.

jams was dis-

hapter 2,

ertain

These are the same as for the Max

Speed Method and will therefore not be restated.
As for the Max Speed Method the appli ation for dete ting tra

jams is divided

into two parts. One part handles the in oming observations from the

ars and the

other part maintains the histori al information.
The in oming observations are kept in memory and periodi ally, for instan e every
minute, the tra
number of

ow on ea h segment is

ars on ea h segment is similarly

omputed from equation (5.1).

ounted from the observations in memory

and if equation (5.2) is false there is no tra
values of the

omputed tra

The

jam on the segment. Otherwise, the

ow and number of

ars are

ompared to histori al

information by equation (5.6) and equation (5.7) and if both equations are true,
there might be a tra

jam on that segment.

When it has been determined for ea h segment whether there is a tra
observations from the

ars are no longer needed. The values Tra

of Cars from the tra

jam, the

Flow and Number

jam dete tion, on the other hand, must be used to update

the histori al information. They

annot yet be deleted but they

an be kept on disk

instead of in memory. The histori al information is updated periodi ally, for instan e
every hour or every day.
The histori al information is

ontained in a data warehouse. In order to meet the

requirements, the data warehouse must have
sons as in the previous

ertain dimensions. For the same rea-

hapter, the data warehouse

an have the same dimensions

and hierar hies as the data warehouse for the Max Speed Method.
The values of the histori al information is maintained in a fa t whi h has the six
physi al measures Tra

Flow, Number of Cars, Number of Intervals, Number of

Observations, Non-periodi

Tra

Jams and All Tra

holds the sum of all tra

ows on a given segment within a given hour and the

Number of Cars measure holds the number of
hour.

Jams.

The rst measure

ars for that segment within that

The Number of Intervals measure holds the number of intervals over whi h

the sum of tra

ow and number of

ars is

this number will be 60 assuming that values are

al ulated. At the lowest granularity
al ulated every minute and be ause

there are 60 minutes in an hour. Number of Intervals is used to
measures Average Tra

al ulate the logi al

Flow and Average Number of Cars from the equations (5.4)

and (5.5). The Number of Observations measure holds the number of observations
re orded within an hour and the two nal measures hold the number of tra
dete ted.

jams
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The fa t and the related dimensions are illustrated in gure 5.1.

Traffic Flow History Fact
Segment_id

Segment_id

Day_type_id

Maximum Flow

Day_type_id

Day Type

Capacity

Time_id

Day of Week

Road Code

Traffic Flow

Date

Road Name

No. of Cars

Month

Postal Code

No. of Intervals

Year

Town

No. of Obs.

Kommune Code

Non−periodic TJ.

Kommune Name

All TJ.

Day Dimension
Time_id
Period

Country

Hour

Road Segment Dimension

Time of Day Dimension

Figure 5.1: The data warehouse of the Tra

Flow Method

The fa t is a snapshot fa t be ause it is a snapshot of the tra

ea h minute. Ea h

value is summed up to hours before being loaded into the data warehouse.

The

measures are additive over the Time of Day and Day dimensions. For the Road Segment dimension the situation is dierent. The ow of several

onse utive segments

annot be added to produ e the overall ow of the segments be ause

ars that leave

a segment might enter another segment in the area. The overall ow will therefore
be lower than the sum of the individual ows.

Therefore, the Tra

Flow is not

additive on the Road Segment dimension in traditional sense but the values
be used for

omparison.

an still

6

Occupation
Time Method
This

hapter

tra

jams.

ontains the des ription and design of the third method for dete ting
The method

This method is

alled O

onsiders the amount of time

ars spend on a segment.

upation Time Method.

6.1 Des ription of O upation Time Method
As des ribed in

hapter 4 and

be ae ted by a tra

hapter 5, the speed and ow of

is that if there is a tra

jam,

to measure the amount of time

jams

ould therefore be

ars spend on a given segment. If several

more time than usual on that segment it

ould be due to a tra

One way of using this method for dete ting tra
the segment for longer than usual in order to

ars spend

jam.

jams is to assign to ea h segment

a threshold. This threshold represents the number of

segment

onsequen e of this

ars will remain on the segment for a longer period

of time than normally. A third method for dete ting tra

instan e,

ars on a segment will

jam be ause they will both de rease. A

ars that must have been on

onsider the

ase a tra

jam.

onsider a segment that is usually passed through in one minute.

For
This

ould then be assigned two thresholds, the rst equal to ten and the next

equal to two. Then, when more than ten
segment there is a tra

ars spend more than two minutes on the

jam. This way of dete ting tra

resemble the two previous methods for dete ting tra
Another way of using this method is to

onsider all

jams, however, does not

jams.
ars

urrently on the segment
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together with the time they have spent on the segment so far. If the

ars on average

have been on the segment for a long time it might be be ause they
the segment due to a tra

jam.

The time that ea h of these

annot leave

ars has spent on

the segment so far sin e they last entered the segment is summed and this sum is
divided by the number of

ars

urrently on the segment. This way, the average time

spent on the segment at this given point in time is obtained. The total time that
ars
is

urrently on the segment have spent on that segment sin e they last entered it

alled O

upation Time. It is

O

upation time

If there is a tra
few or no

jam new

al ulated as in equation (6.1).

=

X

Time

ar has spent on segment

ars may still enter the segment as normally but only

ars will leave the segment. These

longer than normally and they will
not su ient to

onsider the O

on the segment the O
Therefore, the O

(6.1)

ars have therefore been on the segment

ontribute to raising the O

upation time. It is

upation Time alone be ause if there are many

upation Time will be high even though there is no tra

ars
jam.

upation Time must be divided by the Number of Cars in order to

obtain an average value as shown in equation (6.2).

Current O

If the Current O
dete ting tra

upation Time

upation Time is high there might be a tra

jams will be used as the third method for tra

In order to determine the amount of time a
the

ar must be known. When a

point in time and for any

ar it

been on the segment that it is
Not all

upation Time
= ONumber
of Cars

(6.2)

jam. This way of
jam dete tion.

ar spends on a segment the identity of

ar enters a segment the time is re orded. At any
an then be determined for how long that

ar has

urrently on.

ars drive straight through a segment. Some

period in the side of the road before moving on. This
or pi k something up from a store. A

ar

ars might stop for a shorter
ould be to drop o somebody

ould also be parked for hours or it

turn to a side road in another dire tion. In any

ase the time that the

ould

ar spends on

the segment will either be longer or shorter than if it were passing straight through
the segment. Therefore, it is not su ient to

onsider only one

on the segment must be longer than normally for several
time before a tra

ars in the same period of

jam is dete ted.

As for the previous methods there must be more than a few
order for a tra

ar. The time spent

jam to be dete ted.

an be used to ensure a minimum number of
(6.3) and it must be true before a tra

ars on the segment in

Therefore, the same equation as previously
jam

ars. The formula is shown in equation
an be dete ted.

6.1 Des ription of O upation Time Method
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Number of Cars > Min- ars-Quantier

In order to dete t all tra
tion time must be
under optimal

jams in luding periodi

ompared with a

onditions. This value

it would take a

 Capa ity

tra

(6.3)

jams, the

urrent o

onstant value des ribing the o
ould be

upa-

upation time

omputed by rst

omputing the time

ar to pass through the segment under optimal

onditions. This is

done from the length and speed limit on the segment. This time period is divided by
two to obtain the average and this value is

alled O

upan y. The O

time it takes to pass halfway through the segment. This
average of the time

orresponds to taking the

ars that have just entered the segment and

ars that are

to leaving the segment have spent on this segment. In average, this
all

ars being halfway through the segment. A tra

most re ently re orded Current O

jam

upan y is the
lose

orresponds to

an then be dete ted if the

upation Time ex eeds the O

upan y by a

er-

tain per entage, for instan e 50%. The formula is shown in equation (6.4) and both
this and equation (6.3) must be true before a tra
O

upan y-Quantier is used to s ale the O

Current O

Tra

upation Time > O

jam dete tion

jam is dete ted. The quantier

upan y.

upan y-Quantier

O

upan y

(6.4)

an also be based on histori al information. As for the previous

methods, knowledge about the normal tra

an be obtained by maintaining his-

tori al information about the tra . The histori al data should provide information
about the normal average time spent for a given segment and for a given period of
time. It

an be

al ulated by taking the sum of the o

by the number of

upation times and dividing

ars as illustrated in (6.5).

Average O

upation Time

=

P

O

upation Time

(6.5)

Number of Cars

The dieren e between this equation and equation (6.2) is that the latter is re orded
for new values ea h minute, whereas equation (6.5)

ontains an average over a longer

time, for instan e several months. There will always be variations in the tra
this will ae t the average time that ea h

ar spends on a segment. Therefore, if the

average deviates only slightly from the histori al values it should not be
a tra
O

jam.

instan e be set to 1.5 su h that a tra

alled

The value of the quantier should be above

one in order to s ale the histori al average time spent on a segment.
O

onsidered

In order to ensure a su iently high deviation a quantier

upation-Quantier is introdu ed.

and

It

ould for

jam is dete ted only if the re ently re orded

upation Time is 50% above the average.
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If the Current O
segment a tra

upation Time

ontains the most re ent value obtained from a

jam will only be dete ted if the equation (6.6) is true for that

segment.

Current O

upation Time > O

upation-Quantier

 Average O

upation Time
(6.6)

A tra

jam is only dete ted when both (6.3) and (6.6) are true.

6.2 Design of O upation Time Method
The above dis ussion and the dis ussion in
for the design of the O

hapter 2 have lead to some requirements

upation Time Method for tra

jam dete tion. These are

similar to the requirements for the Max Speed Method and Tra

Flow Method

ex ept that this method has an additional requirement

 Identity: The dete tion method
segment. This

The

urrent tra

omputes the time ea h

an be done by knowing the identity of the

situation should be
urrent tra

ars.

ompared to the usual tra

the two previous methods, the appli ation
that handles the

ar has spent on the

situation. As for

an therefore be split into two parts, one

situation and one that manages information about

the past.
The

urrent tra

situation is determined by observations from the

ars. Cars that

have signed up for the servi e report their position together with their id periodi ally,
for instan e every se ond.
o

upation time and

two values are

At other time intervals, for instan e every minute, the

urrent number of

ars for ea h segment is

ompared with histori al information and

(6.3) and (6.6). If both equations are true there might be a tra
The information about the past

omputed. These

apa ity as in equations
jam.

an be maintained in a data warehouse with the

same dimensions and hierar hies as the previous methods.
The data warehouse
is the sum of all o

ontains ve measures. The rst measures, O

upation times

upation Time,

omputed within the given hour and similarly for

the Number of Cars and Number of Observations. The two nal measures have the
same meaning as in the fa t tables for the two previous methods. The star s hema
of the data warehouse is illustrated in gure 6.1 on the next page.
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Occupation Time History Fact
Segment_id

Segment_id

Day_type_id

Occupancy

Day_type_id

Day Type

Capacity

Time_id

Day of Week

Road Code

Occupation Time

Date

Road Name

No. of Cars

Month

Postal Code

No. of Obs.

Year

Town

Non−periodic TJ.

Kommune Code

All TJ.

Day Dimension
Time_id

Kommune Name

Period

Country

Hour

Road Segment Dimension

Time of Day Dimension

Figure 6.1: The data warehouse of the O

upation Time Method

The fa t is a snapshot fa t be ause it holds a snapshot of the sum of the values of
ea h minute.
Ex ept for the O

upation Time the measures are all additive be ause they

be added over all of the dimensions.

When adding the O

segments the result is the total time that
when a

an

upation Time for two

ars have been on the segments. However,

ar moves from one segment to the other the time that the

ar has been on

the segment is reset when the se ond segment is entered. Therefore, adding values
from two dierent segments does not provide the same value as if the two segments
were

ombined to one larger segment.

7

Combination
of Designs
This

hapter

ods for tra

ontains a des ription of the design of a

ombination of the three meth-

jam dete tion des ribed in the previous three

se tions will dis uss aspe ts of

hapters. The following

ombining the methods and advantages and disad-

vantages of this approa h. After this, the design of a single data warehouse for all
the methods is presented.

The reason for having one data warehouse

measures of all the three methods, is that they are quite similar.

ontaining

The data ware-

house des ribed for ea h of the methods share the same dimensions and some of the
measures are present in all the methods. The

hapter is ended with a des ription of

the dete tion pro ess starting with the in oming observation data and ending with
the outgoing tra

jam information.

7.1 Combination of Methods
A method
three

onsisting of a

hapters

part is a

ombination of the three methods des ribed in the previous

an be divided into two parts that are not ne essarily dependent. One

ombined method that is used to determine if there is a tra

another part is the data warehouse that
the

ombined method for tra

In ea h of the previous three

jam and

ontains the histori al data. In this se tion

jam dete tion is des ribed.
hapters a method for tra

designed. It might be, however, that a

jam dete tion has been

ombination of these methods

better result than the three methods individually. The methods
be weighted dierently su h that if one method is

an provide a

ould for instan e

lose to dete ting a tra

jam and
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another method has a slight indi ation of tra
te ted. The dierent methods

jam, a tra

jam

an still be de-

ould also be used in dierent pla es. On motorways,

for instan e, the Max Speed Method might provide the best information whereas the
Tra

Flow Method might be better in towns.

Ea h of the three methods previously des ribed are a tually already
ods be ause they ea h
instan e,

onsists of dierent values.

onsiders both the number of

ombined meth-

The Max Speed Method, for

ars and the maximum speed. Instead of the

Max Speed Method two individual methods

ould have been designed, one based on

the maximum speed and the other based on the number of

ars, but none of these

two methods would be good dete tion methods by themselves. The same applies for
the Tra

Flow Method and O

of methods that
A similar

upation Time Method. They are also

ombinations

annot stand alone.

ombination

method. This method
imum Speed, Tra

an be made on the three methods to obtain a
an

ombined

onsider the four dierent values Number of Cars, Max-

Flow and Average O

upation Time. The values

an then be

ompared to histori al values as in ea h of the three methods and from this it
determined if there is a tra

jam on a given segment. The result of the

an be

omparison

an be multiplied by quantiers to weigh the dierent values. The values of these
quantiers need not be the same as for the individual methods.
The values

ould be

al ulated as in the three previous methods. The expressions are

shown below ex ept for the number of

ars. The expressions have been rearranged

su h that they must all be higher than the threshold for a tra
This is done be ause the thresholds must be added in order to

jam to be dete ted.

al ulate the

ombined

threshold. If the thresholds are not rearranged, their values will even out when they
are summed. This would render it impossible to use the summed value for dete ting
tra

jams.

Average Maximum Speed
Maximum Speed
Average Tra
Tra
Average O

upation Time

Histori al Average O

In order to design a

Flow

Flow

upation Time

ombined method that

>

>

>

1
Speed-Quantier

1
upation-Quatier

(7.3)

onsiders all of the three values the sum

of the fra tions on the left-hand side of the equations
ex eeds the sum of the right-hand sides a tra
omputations are illustrated below.

(7.2)

Flow-Quantier

O

(7.1)

an be

al ulated. If this sum

jam is dete ted.

The ne essary

7.1 Combination of Methods
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Average Maximum Speed
Maximum Speed
Average Tra
Tra
Average O

Flow

Flow

upation Time

Histori al Average O

upation Time
Sum

A tra

jam

=

Speed Result

(7.4)

=

Flow Result

(7.5)

=

O

(7.6)

=

Tra

ould then be dete ted if the sum, Tra

equations ex eeds a threshold.

The

upation Result

Jam Result

(7.7)

Jam Result, of these three

omputation of the threshold is illustrated in

equation (7.8).

Combined-Threshold

1
1
+ Flow-Quantier
+O
= Speed-Quantier

upation-Quantier
(7.8)

In addition, as des ribed in the previous methods, the Number of Cars must be
ompared to the
high

apa ity of the segment. Only if the Number of Cars is su iently

ompared to the

apa ity a tra

jam is dete ted, that is, if equation (7.9) is

true.

Number of Cars
Capa ity

As it

an be seen in the above

in luded.

> Capa ity-Quantier

al ulations, histori al information about

If a road in general has very low tra

tra , for instan e be ause of a detour.
the per entage of
high. It

(7.9)

ars on the road

In this

it

ars is not

an suddenly have a lot of

ase, the fra tion that

ompared to normally

omputes

an suddenly be ome very

an easily be several hundred per ent higher than usual. If the value of the

fra tion is in luded in the Tra

Jam Result the value

an be dominant and the

values of the remaining three fra tions will be irrelevant.
A

ombined method

an also

individually. Instead of

onsider the results of ea h of the three expressions

omparing the Tra

values Speed Result, Flow Result and O

Jam Result to a threshold, the three

upation Result

ould ea h be

to a threshold. The disadvantage of this is that the degree of the tra
be measured. It

ompared

jam

annot

annot be determined how mu h the values ex eeds the thresholds.

Therefore, dete tions based on dierent

ombinations of these values

annot be made.
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The advantage of having a
parameters.

If a good

ombined method is that it allows for adapting more

ombination of the parameters is found more tra

might be dete ted be ause tra

jams

jams that are not dete ted by one method might

be dete ted by another.
A disadvantage of having a

ombined method is that a bad

an even out the methods su h that less tra
Max Speed Method dete ts many tra
the same be ause the

jams are dete ted. If, for instan e, the

jams a

ombined method also

If these values do not indi ate tra

ombination of parameters

ombined method might not dete t

onsiders the ow and o

upation time.

jam it might be assumed that there is no tra

jam whereas in fa t there might be one if the Max Speed Method is simply a better
method.
Other disadvantages of a

ombined method is the in reased

omplexity. In order to

keep a simple design the time intervals over whi h the Maximum Speed and Tra
Flow are

omputed should preferably be of the same size. A further restri tion for

simpli ity would be if all values are measured at the same time, that is, if both time
intervals end at the same time and if the Number of Cars and O
omputed at these same points in time.

upation time are

These restri tions are not ne essities but

they keep the method simple.

7.2 Combination of Histori al Information
The histori al information des ribed in the previous three
in a

hapters

an be integrated

ombined design. There are two independent reasons for having a

sign. An obvious reason is to support the

ombined de-

ombined method des ribed in the previous

se tion and another reason is the redu ed storage usage regardless of whether the
ombined design is used to support the

ombined method or the three individual

methods.
A

ombined design must

onsist of a

ombination of the three individual designs.

The star s hemas of the three previous methods all have the same dimensions and
all have the same granularity. Therefore, it is be possible to store all values in the
same fa t table.

Storing all measures in the same fa t table redu es the storage

requirements in several areas, partly be ause the number of tuples in a

ombined

fa t table will be the same as in ea h of the three fa t tables.
First of all, ea h of the three fa t tables in the individual designs has three foreign
keys, one for referen ing ea h of the three dimension tables. This

orresponds to a

total of nine foreign keys. Assuming the fa t tables share the same dimensions, a
ombined fa t table only requires three foreign keys, one for ea h dimension. Therefore, for ea h tuple six times the storage requirements for a foreign key is saved when
having a

ombined fa t table instead of three separate.

7.2 Combination of Histori al Information
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Furthermore, ea h of the three methods have the measure Number of Observations.
Be ause ea h of the three designs have the same lowest granularity, Hour, at the
lowest level of the Time of Day dimension, the measure Number of Observations
will

ontain the same value for all fa ts. Therefore, if all measures are stored in a

ombined fa t table the Number of Observations measure need only be stored on e
instead of three times. The same applies for the Number of Cars. This number
be

an

al ulated at dierent times for ea h method. It will then result in dierent values

but if this measure is

omputed at the same time for all methods it will

ontain the

same value regardless of the method. Therefore, the value need only be stored on e
in a

ombined fa t table. Similarly for the Number of Intervals. Both the Maximum

Speed and Tra

Flow are

al ulated within an interval. If they are

al ulated the

same number of times within the same hour the Number of Intervals will
same value for ea h of these methods. In this
in the

ontain the

ase only one value need to be stored

ombined fa t table.

For ea h of the three methods and for the

ombined method the number of tra

jams

are stored in the fa t table in order to provide su ient information for statisti al
analysis. In a

ombined fa t table that stores all values from all methods separate

attributes must be present to hold the number of tra
method.

If only a

number of tra

jams dete ted by ea h

ombined design is used and not the individual methods, the

jams need only be stored for the

ombined method. If this is the

ase, only two measures instead of six is needed.
This gives a total storage savings of nine measures and six foreign keys. The data
warehouse

ontaining only a single fa t table is illustrated in gure 7.1 on the fol-

lowing page. The Road Segment dimension

ontains all the ne essary attributes for

ea h of the methods.
Another advantage of a

ombined fa t table is the redu ed query exe ution time. If a

query sli es on all three dimensions a

ombined fa t table will have to do a join with

ea h of the dimensions, that is, a total of three joins. If three fa t tables are referen ed
in the query ea h of these three must be joined with the three dimension tables. This
gives a total of nine joins. As previously des ribed, the size of a

ombined fa t table

has the same number of tuples as any of the individual fa t tables. Therefore, joining
the three dimensions on the

ombined fa t table takes the same time as joining them

on any of the individual fa t tables. The two remaining fa t tables that must also
be joined will therefore be extra overhead
A side ee t of a

ompared to a

ombined design is the redu ed

provides a better overview of the design and by

ombined design.

omplexity. A

ombined fa t table

ombining the measures Number of

Cars, Number of Intervals, Number of Observations, Non-periodi
All Tra
The

Tra

Jams and

Jams less measures need to be handled.

ombined design has almost the same aggregation properties as the individual

designs be ause the dimensions are the same. On the Road Segment dimension, how-
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Combined Design History Fact
Segment_id
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Day_type_id
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Day of Week
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Date

Road Code

Traffic Flow

Month

Road Name

Occupation Time

Year

Postal Code

No. of Cars

Town

No. of Intervals

Kommune Code

No. of Obs.

Time_id

Kommune Name

Non−periodic TJ.

Period

Country

All TJ.

Hour

Road Segment Dimension

Time of Day Dimension

Figure 7.1: The data warehouse

ever, some measures

Day Dimension

ombining all three methods

annot be added. Only the measures Number of Cars, Number

of Observations, Non-periodi

Jams and All Tra

Jams are additive over

the Road Network dimension. This should be taken into a

ount when aggregating

su h that no
The

Tra

on lusions by mistake are made on the remaining measures.

ombined fa t table is a snap-shot fa t be ause it

ontains a

ombination of

fa ts that are all of this type.

7.3 Design of Dete tion Pro ess
This se tion

ontains a des ription of the information pro ess of the tra

jam

dete tion. First, the pro ess for updating the data warehouse is des ribed and then
the dete tion pro ess is explained.

7.3.1 Updating the Data Warehouse
As

ars drive around in the streets they report their position

positions

ould be reported as x- and y- oordinates in a given

As the positions are re eived, the id of the segment that the

ontinuously.

The

oordinate system.
ar is driving on is

7.3 Design of Dete tion Pro ess
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determined for ea h position.
Assuming that at some times 20% of all
orrespond to 15.000

ars in Aalborg are in use, this will roughly

ars that move around in the streets. If half of them report

their position every se ond this means that roughly 7.500 observations are re eived
every se ond from the town of Aalborg.
Figure 7.2 on the next page illustrates the data ow of the appli ation.
servation data are

ars and every interval, for instan e every minute, a
From the re eived observations this pro ess
Flow, O

The ob-

ontinuously loaded into memory as they are re eived from the
omputation pro ess is issued.

omputes the Maximum Speed, Tra

upation Time, Number of Cars and Number of Observations for ea h seg-

ment. These values are needed for the dete tion method. Within the next interval
these values are kept available for the dete tion pro ess des ribed in the next se tion. When they are no longer needed they are moved to a temporary storage area,
for instan e a database. Periodi ally, the data from the temporary storage area are
prepro essed and loaded into the data warehouse. The reason for prepro essing the
data before loading it is that the values for the methods are

omputed every minute

but the lowest granularity of the Time of Day dimension is Hours.
a given hour must therefore rst be added before they

All values for

an be loaded into the fa t

table. Besides this, the data warehouse need not be updated at the same frequen y
as the values for the dete tion pro ess. This is be ause the lowest granularity of the
Time of Day dimension is hour, and a newly

al ulated fa t

ontains measures for

the past hour, whi h will not be needed for the next 23 hours. It is also be ause the
data from the data warehouse are being averaged over many days before being used.
The data from one day does therefore not ae t the average mu h.
The reason for having a temporary storage area is that memory is too small for storing
all values for a longer time.

Most important, though, had the lowest granularity

orresponded to the time interval, su h as one minute, it would still be infeasible to
update the data warehouse at the end of every interval be ause there would simply
be too many tuples per minute. As des ribed previously the town of Aalborg has
2.217 roads.

Assuming ea h road on the average is divided into 20 segments and

assuming that the lowest granularity of the Time of Day dimension is minutes the
fa t table should be updated every minute with 44.340 tuples ea h
measures.

ontaining six

If, within the given minute, there were some roads where no

driving no tuples would be added to the fa t table for these segments.

ars were
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Figure 7.2: Ar hite ture of the updating pro ess

7.3.2 Dete ting Tra Jams
Tra

jams

an be dete ted periodi ally or on request. If they are dete ted on request

and many requests are re eived the dete tion pro ess might have to be run many
times

ompared to the periodi

reused. Therefore, the tra

omputation be ause the previous results

annot be

jam dete tion pro ess will be run periodi ally every

Memory
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Traffic Flow: 42
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No. of Cars :59
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Figure 7.3: Ar hite ture of the dete tion pro ess
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minute. When the dete tion pro ess is issued, the
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urrent Day Type and Period are

sele ted in the data warehouse. Every hour the values of Maximum Speed, Tra
Flow, O

upation Time and Number of Cars of ea h segment are fet hed from the

data warehouse. For ea h segment ea h of these four values are multiplied by the
orresponding quantier.

Every minute the values obtained are

ompared to the

orresponding values from the observation data and if the limits are ex eeded a
tra

jam might be dete ted.

The dete tion pro ess is illustrated in gure 7.3.

8

Data Generator
In order to test the methods for dete ting tra

jams, it is important to have a

su ient amount of data, and that the data is realisti . In this
generator [Brinkho, 2002℄ is des ribed.

hapter, the data

First, the requirements for the data gen-

erator are listed, and then a des ription of the data generator and the goals of the
data generator are given. Finally, it is dis ussed how the data generator is adapted
to meet the requirements.

8.1 Requirements
In order to test a system that dete ts tra
data.

Realisti

realisti

jams, the test should be based on realisti

data are data that simulates the behavior of the real world.

If no

data are at hand, it might not be possible to determine how the system will

perform in the real world.
Below, the requirements for the data generator are listed together with the reason
for ea h requirement. The requirements are aimed at generating realisti

1. The data generator must be
It is important that tests
well as with few

data.

ustomizable.

an be performed with many

ars on the roads as

ars on the roads to explore dierent situations be ause this

should ae t the out ome of the methods. Other parameters su h as speeds of
ars and
2. The

apa ity of roads must also be

ustomizable.

ars must follow a network.

Many data generators generate obje ts that
In order to dete t tra

an move freely in two dimensions.

jams on a given road, it is ne essary that the test

obje ts simulate the behavior of real

ars, and therefore follow a network.
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3. It must be possible to spe ify the network to be used.
In order to test dierent settings, it should be possible for the data generator
to use dierent networks and to use networks designed by the user. This
for instan e be networks where tra

4. The

jams

onstantly o

ars must take ea h other into

If there are many

ould

ur and never o

ur.

onsideration.

ars on a road, then, in the real world, the speed of the

ars

on the road will drop be ause the speed of a

ar depends on the speed of the

ars in front of it. When there are so many

ars on a road that their speeds

ae t ea h other, it is likely that tra

jams o

5. It must be possible to generate traffi
In order to test the dete tion of tra
the generated data. These

ould be

ur.

jams

jams, there must exist tra

reated by

jams in

ustomizing the parameters or

hanging the network to be used.

6. It must be possible to distinguish

ars moving in opposite dire -

tions on a road.

Sin e tra

jams typi ally only ae t

ars moving in one dire tion, it is not

desirable to warn drivers moving in the other dire tion.

7. The variation in the speed of the

ars must resemble the real

world.

If the speeds of
of tra

ars in the data vary more than in the real world, the dete tion

jams might not be a

urate.

8. It must be possible to generate more traffi

at spe ifi

times.

This is ne essary to simulate rush hours.

9. It must be possible to determine whi h road a

ar is driving on.

In order to only warn

ars on the same road as the tra

jam it is ne essary

to know whi h road a

ar is driving on. Also, the methods for dete ting tra

jams depend on having this knowledge.

10. The speed of a

ar must be known

The Max Speed Method uses the speed of the

ars to dete t tra

jams.

Therefore, this speed must be known.

11. The

apa ity of a road must be known

In order not to dete t tra
ars on a road is
must be known.

jams with few

ompared to the

ars on the roads, the number of

apa ity of the road. Therefore, this

apa ity

8.2 Des ription
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8.2 Des ription
This se tion

ontains a des ription of the data generator. First, the des ription of

the data generator and its fun tionality is given, and then the

hanges made in the

onguration le are des ribed.

8.2.1 Fun tionality
The data generator is programmed in Java, and sin e it only uses
SDK, it is OS independent.
the pa kages,

alled generator2,

part of this pa kage
generator

The sour e
ontains

lasses from the

ode is divided into pa kages.
ode from the fun tional

omponent. A

an be downloaded from the same web page as where the data

an be found [Brinkho℄. Along with the data generator is also the Javado

do umentation for the program. With this do umentation and the sour e
possible to

One of

ode it is

hange or extend most of the fun tionality of the data generator.

If the data generator is started without

hanges in the

onguration le, the user in-

terfa e illustrated in gure 8.1 on the following page will appear. It displays the map
of roads, on whi h the obje ts

an travel. When the Compute-button is pressed,

obje ts will appear and begin to move around in the network as seen in gure 8.2
on page 75. During a simulation, the progress in time is measured in timestamps.
A timestamp

orresponds to a

on e. The data generator is

y le within ea h obje t has the opportunity to move
ontrolled both by a

rameters in the user interfa e.
adjusted. These parameters

In the

onguration le and by the pa-

onguration le, many parameters

an be

an be divided into three groups. The rst group

on-

sists of parameters that determine what the user interfa e looks like, i.e. the size of
the window, the

olors of the buttons, et . The parameters in the se ond group are

parameters for spe ifying input and output les. The last group has parameters that
determine the maximum number of

ars initially on the road, how many timestamps

to run for, the maximum number of obje ts that should appear in the network per
timestamp, et . In the

onguration le it is also possible to swit h o visualization

of the obje ts. This allows for mu h faster data generation, sin e there

an be a lot

of obje ts that need drawing on the s reen.
The input for the data generator is

onstituted of three les.

The rst le is the

onguration le and the other two are network les spe ied in the
le.

The rst network le

se ond

onguration

ontains a listing of the nodes in the network, and the

onsists of the edges between these nodes.

The edges

orrespond to roads

and a road is dened by its two ending points. The format of the les is a binary
format des ribed by a do ument [Brinkho, 2000℄. In order to spe ify a user-dened
network for the data generator, we have written a program that

an take a text le

with a textual des ription of a network and write it to two dierent binary les,
ontaining the nodes and edges. In order to get the network into the database, we
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have also written a program that takes the two binary les as input and writes them
in two text les in a format that SQLLoader
programs

an manage. The sour e

ode of the

an be seen in se tion A.1.

The generator will run for as many timestamps as spe ied in the

onguration le or

in the user interfa e and it generates a text le with the observations of the obje ts of
the network. Ea h line in the output le represents one observation and

onsists of a

list of parameters, su h as the id of the obje t, the x- oordinate, the y- oordinate of
the observation, a

onse utive number for all observations and a

onse utive number

for ea h obje t.

Figure 8.1: The user interfa e of the data generator
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Figure 8.2: The data generator simulating moving obje ts

8.2.2 Conguration
The visualization of the moving obje ts is not important, and the visualization takes
a lot of CPU time, so the visualization is swit hed o. There is a parameter
waitingPeriod that is the number of se onds between every

alled

y le. Its primary goal

is to let some time pass between two observations su h that it is possible to wat h
the visualization. This parameter is set to 0. In order to generate a lot of data on
dierent
In ea h

omputers at the same time, six

opies of the

onguration le are made.

onguration le a new output le is spe ied.

8.3 The Data Generators Goals
The paper that des ribes the data generator [Brinkho, 2002℄

ontains nine state-

ments that des ribe the behavior of moving obje ts. These statements are based on
the author's experien e while he was working for a

ompany oering tra

telemati s

servi es. Next, the statements are listed together with a short des ription of ea h.
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After that, a

omparison between the data generator and the requirements stated in

se tion 8.1 is given.

8.3.1 The Statements
The statements are written in small- aps, and the des ription follows the statement.

1. Moving real-world obje ts very often follow a network.
Almost all real-world moving obje ts follow a network. Cars on roads, pedestrians on the pavement, even planes follow air-routes.
rivers, seas, et . This

Ships are limited by

orresponds to requirement number 2.

2. Most moving obje ts use a fast path to their destination.
Usually, a moving obje t is moving from one point in the network to another
point. It will not ne essarily

hoose the fastest route between the two points,

but at least a path not mu h slower than the fastest route. This is good for
simulating realisti

behavior. It is not a requirement for this proje t, however,

sin e the methods for dete ting tra
3. Networks

onsist of

lassified

jams do not depend on this behavior.
onne tions, whi h have impa t on

the speed of spatiotemporal obje ts.

There are dierent types of roads. Some roads are built for hundreds of
passing by ea h minute, others are small side streets downtown.
an obje t

an have on a road depends on the type of the road.

This fullls

requirement number 11. It also makes it possible to generate tra
generate a tra
with high

jam a road with low

apa ity

an be

ars

The speed
jams. To

ombined with a road

apa ity.

4. The number of moving obje ts will influen e the speed of the
obje ts if a threshold is ex eeded.

A road has a maximum

apa ity, whi h is the maximum number of

ars that

an be on the road at the same time. If this number is ex eeded, then there are
so many

ars on a road that their speed will de rease. This fullls requirement

number 4 sin e a tra

jam

an be for ed if enough obje ts are on the same

road.
5. The path of moving obje ts may

hange if the speed on a

onne -

tion is modified.

If a driver sees that the speed on the road de reases then the driver might
hoose a dierent route expe ted to be faster. This is good for simulating realisti

behavior, but is not needed by this proje t sin e the methods do not take

routes into

onsideration.

6. The number of moving obje ts is a time-dependent fun tion.
During

ertain time intervals, there is higher tra

than in other time intervals.
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Su h time intervals are rush hours, holidays, et . The data generator does not
support this, but it

an be simulated by generating data with dierent number

of obje ts. Using this method, requirement number 8 is fullled.

7. The speed of moving obje ts is influen ed by a spatiotemporal
fun tion, whi h is independent of the network and of the obje ts
moving on the network.

The weather also has impa t on the routes and speeds of
many

ars. If it is snowing,

ars wont be driving. This is good for simulating realisti

behavior but

it is not used in this proje t.

8. Moving obje ts belong to a

lass. This

lass restri ts the maxi-

mum speed of the obje t.

A tru k is not allowed to drive as fast as a normal
also have restri tions on their speed.
on the type of

ar.

Therefore, the speed of a

ar it is. This is good for simulating realisti

irrelevant for testing tra

Cars with trailers
ar depends

behavior but it is

jam dete tion methods.

9. Time-s heduled traffi

may influen e the speed and the paths of

moving obje ts.

If

ars have to take a ferry, for instan e, then the time-s hedule of that ferry

has inuen e on the

ars path. It will also

reate a temporary

ongestion when

ars are getting on and o the ferry. The data generator does not support this
feature, but if it did, this would be a way of generating a tra

jam to test the

methods.

8.3.2 Comparison with Requirements
In this se tion, the data generator is
8.1. The data generator has a
loaded from the web page.
some of the

ompared to the requirements listed in se tion

onguration le, and the sour e

This yields the data generator

ustomizable although

reates observations in this network. Finally, in the

of the network, it is possible to for e tra
apa ity that ends in a road with low
reating a tra

onstru tion

jams. What is needed is a road with high

apa ity. If the network has few roads, then

ars will ow qui kly through the road with high
apa ity,

an be down-

ustomization requires Java knowledge. The data generator takes a net-

work as input, and

low

ode

jam. This

apa ity and get onto the road with

ustomization along with the statements

fulll requirements number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 11. Requirements number 6, 7, 9 and
10 are still not met but in the following se tion it will be des ribed how the data
generator

an be modied to meet these requirements as well.
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8.4 Modi ations to the Data generator
In order to meet the last requirements, some
First, these

hanges are made to the data generator.

hanges are des ribed and then the requirements in se tion 8.1 are

om-

pared to the modi ations of the data generator. Finally, some desired fun tionality
that the data generator does not support is des ribed.

8.4.1 Changes
As previously mentioned, the sour e
available.

ode for parts of the generator2 pa kage is

The fun tionality of the data generator must be

hanged and extended

in order to meet the requirements and hen e to be of use in this proje t.
ne essary



These

hanges are des ribed below.

Ea h edge in the network has a spe i
default output this id. For the tra

id, but the data generator does not per
jam dete tion methods it is ne essary to

have the id of the edge for ea h observation in order to know whi h edge the
tra

jam is on. Therefore, this id has been added to the output of the data

generator.



The Max Speed Method for dete ting tra
te ts tra

jams by

jams des ribed in

hapter 4 de-

onsidering the speed of the obje ts. Therefore, the data

generator is modied to remember the last known position and from this position together with the

urrent position, the speed

an be

al ulated.

The

speed is also added to the output.



The dire tion of an obje t is important for two reasons. First, it is only desirable to alert
tra

ars that have the same dire tion on a given road as a possible

jam has. Cars driving in the opposite dire tion need not be warned sin e

the tra

jam does not ae t them. Se ondly, the methods for dete ting tra

jams depend on the dire tion. Therefore, a method has been implemented to
return the dire tion of an obje t on an edge. The data generator denes an
edge by a straight line between its two ending points, node1 and node2. The
method returns one value if the obje t is moving away from node1 and returns
another value if the obje t is moving towards node1.

This way, all obje ts

that are moving in the same dire tion on a edge have the same value as their
dire tion. The dire tion has also been added to the output.



Some of the output from the data generator has been disabled. In the output
le there is a text output of either newpoint, disappearpoint, or point
asso iated with ea h observation depending on whether the obje t is observed
for the rst time, for the last time or in between these two, respe tively. To save
spa e, the output of this text has been disabled. Also, the x- and y- oordinate
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of the observations are of no use to the tra

jam dete tion methods so they,

too, have been disabled from the output.



There is a method in one of the Java
to ea h obje t type. This method

lasses that assigns a maximum speed

an be altered su h that obje ts have the

desired speed.

8.4.2 Comparison with Remaining Requirements
In se tion 8.3.2 it was shown that the data generator itself fullls all requirements
ex ept numbers 6, 7, 9 and 10. Due to the

hanges to the data generator des ribed

in this se tion, it fullls these last requirements, and the data generator now meets
all the requirements.

8.4.3 Desired fun tionality
Even though the data generator is very

ustomizable, some features

tomized. For instan e, the data generator does not support the
ters at runtime. This
whi h

ould be a hieved by

a spe i

edge was redu ed. Also, tra

insert a spe i
Tra
type

jams

jam

jams

hanged. A person

ould be for ed if the

ould look
apa ity of

ould be for ed if it were possible to

slow obje t on a given edge at a given time.

ould also be for ed if it

ould be spe ied how many of ea h obje t

an be in the network at the same time or if the

for ea h road.

us-

reating an exe ution plan that states at

y les the parameters of the data generator are

at the user interfa e and assess that a tra

annot be

hanging of parame-

apa ity of roads

ould be set

9

Evaluation
This hapter

ontains a des ription of the experiments performed to test the methods

for dete ting tra

jams and the data used for the tests. First, the

onguration of

the PC on whi h the tests are performed is des ribed and then the data used for the
experiments and the test methods are des ribed. Finally, the results from the tests
are des ribed.

9.1 Conguration of Test Ma hine
The tests are all performed on the same PC. The PC is a PentiumII-350MHz and it
has 512MB of RAM and 95GB hard disk. Out of these 95GB hard disk, 1.5GB are
reserved as swap spa e. The OS is Redhat Linux 7.2 with all the newest pat hes from
Redhat's o ial pat h-site as of 10'th of June 2002. The kernel is version 2.4.9-34.
A standard Ora le9i Database Enterprise Edition has been installed on the ma hine.
Ora le states that the minimum system requirements for running Ora le9i are a
PentiumII-233MHz with 512MB RAM and twi e as mu h swap spa e or 512MB of
swap spa e, whi hever is the highest. All these demands are met by the test ma hine.
The ma hine was not in use for anything else during the tests.

9.2 Implementation
In this se tion, the implementation is des ribed.

The generated data is des ribed

and then the pro ess of loading the histori al data into the fa t table is des ribed.
Finally, the implementation of the tra

jam dete tion methods is given. First, the

ar hite ture of the implementation is illustrated in gure 9.1 on the following page.
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Figure 9.1: The ar hite ture of the implementation

Input data are provided for the generator in terms of input les and a road network.
The generated data are then stored in a relational database. From these data the
data warehouse is updated by using the standard Extra tion, Transformation and
Loading (ETL) pro ess. When simulating the tra

jam dete tion pro ess, PL/SQL

ode is used to fet h data from the database and data warehouse into memory and
it is used to obtain the ne essary results.

9.2.1 Data
In order to test the methods, some histori al data are needed. Therefore, ten data
sets of 7200

y les ea h are generated.

se ond, and a data set therefore

A

y le is dened to

orrespond to one

ontains data for two hours. The data sets

onsists

of almost 90,000,000 observations. The data sets are loaded into a temporary table
in the database using SQLLoader and the data are then loaded into the fa t table
using PL/SQL pro edures des ribed in the next se tion. In order to test the methods
for dete tion of tra

jams, the data sets are dened to

ontain data for the time

interval between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. on Mondays. This way, histori al data for ten
weeks is available for the testing of new data.
In order to test the methods, data that simulates runtime input is also required.
Therefore, seven dierent data sets are

reated, ea h with dierent

roads. Data sets with both higher, lower and the same
the histori al data are used. The dierent
be ause the speeds of

apa ities on the roads as

apa ities are used to

ars are redu ed if more

apa ities on the
reate tra

ars are on a road than the

jams

apa ity

allows.

9.2.2 Loading Pro ess
Five dierent PL/SQL pro edures are
Ea h pro edure

Number Of Intervals, Non-periodi
lated.

reated to load the data into the fa t table.

al ulates one of the measures from the fa t table.

The PL/SQL

ode

Tra

Jams and All Tra

an be seen in se tion A.4.

The measures

Jams are not

al u-

Ea h pro edure divides the
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observations into minutes

onsisting of 60

y les,

al ulates a measure, and inserts

a tuple in a temporary table for storing measures. The tuple

ontains the measure,

foreign keys to dimensions, and null-values for the measures that are not
After all ve pro edures have

al ulated.

al ulated their respe tive measures, a nal pro edure

loads the measures into the fa t table.
Only the measures for histori al information are implemented. This means that tests
will only be performed to

he k for tra

jams that do not normally appear.

9.2.3 Implementation of Methods
To test the methods, data that simulates runtime input is required. Pro edures that
simulate taking the runtime input are also needed. The data that is tested against the
histori al data are loaded into a table, and the test pro edure takes the observations
from this table instead of re eiving runtime observations.

For ea h interval of 60

y les, the three methods are run and the results from ea h method is handled as
des ribed in the three
a tra

jam at the

hapters 4, 5 and 6 to determine whether ea h method dete ts
urrent time for ea h road.

The dete tion of a tra

a method depends on the quantier for that method.

jam by

The nal results from the

methods for the given values of the quantiers are kept in a result table. From this
result table, it

an be

ounted how many tra

jams ea h method has dete ted and

how mu h overlap between the methods there is.

9.3 Results
In this se tion, the results from the experiments are presented. The seven test data
sets are as follows. One data set is based on the same
Two data sets are based on dierent higher

apa ities on the roads than the histori al

data and four data sets are based on dierent lower
no tra

apa ities as the histori al data.
apa ities. It is expe ted that

jams are dete ted for the two data sets with higher

only few tra

apa ities and that

jams are dete ted for the data based on the same

histori al data. For the data sets with smaller
is expe ted that more tra

apa ities as the

apa ities than the histori al data, it

jams are dete ted for ea h de rease in the

To test whether or not the methods a tually dete t tra

apa ity.

jams, dierent approa hes

an be applied.
One approa h is to visualize the test data and
are tra

jams and make notes. These notes

the methods to
a tually there.

he k visually whether or not there

an then be

ompared to the results of

he k whether or not the methods dete t the tra
This approa h, however has some disadvantages.

jams that were
First of all, the

visualization is di ult to do properly. The data generator does not prevent obje ts
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from overtaking ea h other, making it pra ti ally impossible to determine how many
obje ts are on a road at the same time.
whether a tra

Se ondly, the only means of determining

jam is present or not is to assess the situation a

ording to the same

riteria that the methods used.
Another approa h

ould be to have real test data. Then, a person

on all roads and make notes about tra

jams. These notes

ould be pla ed

an then be

ompared

to the results of the methods. This requires quite a large amount of people, and that
many people have not volunteered to help in this proje t.
The nal approa h is to

ompare the methods against ea h other. If two or more

methods dete t the same tra

jams then the probability that there is a tra

jam

in reases. This is the method that is used to test the methods in this report. The
following histograms des ribe the result of the methods for ea h of the test data sets.
For the tests, the quantiers for the methods are set as seen in table 9.2.

Min- ars-Quantier

1/5

Speed-Quantier

4/5

Flow-Quantier

3/4

O

upation-Quantier

3/2

Cars-Quantier

9/10

Combined-Threshold

61/20

Table 9.2: The values of the quantiers used for the experiments

The values of the quantiers have been set a
the tra
it is

ording to an estimate about how slow

must be before it is annoying to the driver and how heavy it must be before

onsidered a tra

jam.

A preferable approa h for determining the values is

to have real-world data about tra
of the quantiers

jams.

For ea h a tual tra

jam the values

an be determined and from these values good quantiers

an be

obtained. As mentioned previously, su h information is not available.
Besides the quantiers, other parameters have been set for the experiments.
tra

The

jam dete tion pro ess is run periodi ally and the interval length is the duration

of the period for whi h ea h dete tion pro ess runs.

The number of

onse utive

dete tions indi ates how many positive dete tions in a row the methods require
before reporting a tra
on the fa ing page.

jam. The values of all the parameters are given in table 9.3
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Des ription

Value

Interval length

1 minute

Number of segments in the network

62

Number of histori al data sets

10 (20 hours)

Number of test data sets

7

Number of
Number of

onse utive dete tions

1

ars initially in the network

Maximum number of

5

ars in the network

471

Table 9.3: The values of all other parameters for the experiments

The alternation of the
Test Identier

apa ities for ea h test is des ribed in table 9.4.

Des ription of

apa ities

Standard

The

apa ities are the same as the histori al data (between 30

Plus10

The

apa ity is in reased by 10 on ea h road

and 60)

Plus20

The

apa ity is in reased by 20 on ea h road

Minus5

The

apa ity is redu ed by 5 on ea h road

Minus10

The

apa ity is redu ed by 10 on ea h road

Minus1015

The

apa ity is redu ed by 10 on the four road

lowest
Minus1020

The

apa ity is lowered by 10 on the four road

lowest

lasses with the

apa ity and with 15 on the other roads.
lasses with the

apa ity and with 20 on the other roads.

Table 9.4: The

apa ities for the test data sets

The results of the tests are given in the histograms below. The x-axis displays the
dierent methods and the y-axis shows the number of tra

jams dete ted.

The

labels Method 1, Method 2 and Method 3 refer to the Max Speed Method, Tra
Flow Method and O

upation Time Method, respe tively. Method 4 refers to the

ombined method and the remaining labels represent the overlap of dete ted tra
jams between the dierent methods.
alternation in

The text below ea h gure determines the

apa ities, as it is listed in table 9.4.

The histograms in gures 9.5

on the next page to 9.11 on the following page show that the Max Speed Method
has dete ted more than 400 tra
O

jams in every test and the same applies for the

upation Time Method ex ept for two

tra

jams

ases.

This is a rather high number of

onsidering that it is only for two hours and 62 segments. The reason

for these high numbers

an be the values of the parameters.

If, for instan e, the

quantiers are too high or too low either too many or too few tra
dete ted.

jams

an be
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Figure 9.5: Standard

Figure 9.8: Minus5

Figure 9.6: Plus10

Figure 9.9: Minus10

Figure 9.7: Plus20

Figure 9.10: Minus1015

Figure 9.11: Minus1020
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In the ve tests where both the Max Speed Method and the O

upation Time Method

have a high dete tion rate there is an overlap of approximately 100 tra
dete ted by both methods. The Tra

rate between 89 and 149. The reason for the low number of tra

jams dete ted by

this method might be due to the requirement about the minimum number of
on a segment. Be ause the tra
number of

ow depends on the number of

ars required for this method is relatively high

requirements for the Max Speed Method and O
jams. This

ars

ars the minimum

ompared to the minimum

upation Time Method.

Due to

the sparse amount of data this requirement might not be fullled in several
where the other methods dete t tra
number of tra

jams

Flow Method has a lower but steady dete tion

ases

ould be the reason for the lower

jams dete ted by this method. A similar reasoning applies for the

ombined method.

The threshold for this method is rather high

ompared to the

other methods be ause the threshold is the sum of three quantiers for the other
methods. This implies that all three methods should dete t a tra
ombined method dete ts one. If not all three methods dete t tra
of them must dete t a heavy tra

jam in order to provide a su iently high value

for ex eeding the threshold. A suggestion for improving the
redu e the threshold for dete ting tra

ombined method is to

jams, espe ially the

ontributions to the

threshold from the quantiers from the Max Speed Method and O
Method

upation Time

ould be redu ed.

The dierent

apa ities of the roads in the dierent data sets are intended at resulting

in a dierent number of tra
few tra

jam before the
jams one or two

jams and low

jams dete ted su h that high

apa ities

ause many tra

apa ities result in

jams. This, however, is not

indi ated by the histograms. These show dierent values regardless of the in reased
or de reased
many

apa ity.

The reason for this

an be the small amount of data.

Not

ars are simulated moving in the network and histori al data for only ten days

has been used.

The variations over these ten days

an easily be ree ted in the

aggregated values and this renders the histori al data unreliable.
As a summary, tra

jams have been dete ted by all of the methods and by adjusting

the parameters a larger overlap between the methods might be obtained.

10

Conclusion and
Future Work
In this

hapter, rst the

on lusion is given and next, some future work is des ribed.

10.1 Con lusion
Every day, many drivers are annoyed be ause they are stu k in a tra
tra

jams

jam. If the

ould be dete ted and the drivers warned in time to drive around it,

many drivers would be satised and they would rea h their destination faster.
this proje t, three methods and a
developed to dete t tra

jams. The methods are based on a data warehouse that

ontains histori al data about the general behavior of tra
minute the

urrent situation

jam is present. Only tra

an be

are dete ted, although the

jams. The design is a star s hema and this

allows for fast retrieval of histori al tra
ompared with the

on given roads. Ea h

ompared to this histori al data to test if a tra

jams that are non-periodi

design allows for dete tion of all tra
time to be

In

ombination of these three methods have been

information for a given road on a given

urrent situation.

A data warehouse is espe ially useful for fast answers to spe i
a large amount of aggregated data.

queries that involve

In a data warehouse the information is pre-

aggregated in order to answer queries about data on dierent levels in hierar hies in
dimensions fast. This pre-aggregation is not used in the design or implementation
of the methods. The implementation

ould therefore be a normal relational model.

Some of the aspe ts of a data warehouse are present, though.

The Extra tion,

Transformation and Loading pro ess is present in the design and it is possible to
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aggregate over days if data from more days is needed in order to dete t tra
On

ontrary, if a road

onstru tion work has redu ed the normal tra

road then for that road only histori al data from the beginning of the
work

an be

jams.

ow on a
onstru tion

onsidered.

An advantage of the design is that it allows for dete ting tra
that have more than just a few

ars. In

jams on all roads

ontradi tion to other existing tra

jam

dete tion methods the design is thus independent of the lo ation. The disadvantage
is the te hnology required for the design. The design assumes that a representative
number of

ars

an report their position and it suggests a

ombination of using GPS

and mobile phones for this matter. Only few people have GPS re eivers and therefore,
the design

annot be due to the rapid developments of te hnologi al devi es GPS

might be oered as extended equipment for mobile phones for a reasonable pri e
within a de ade.
The test of the methods show that tra

jams

methods there is an overlap between the tra
ertain indi ation of tra
methods

an be dete ted and that for some

jams dete ted. This provides a more

jam. The number of tra

jams dete ted by the dierent

an be adjusted by altering the parameters for the methods.

This way,

more even results might be obtained.
In

hapter 2, some overall design goals are listed. Statements number 1, 2, 3, 4 and

5 are all met by the data generator, if not per default then the data generator has
been altered to meet these goals. Therefore, in the experiments of the methods the
pre onditions for the design have been met.
both periodi
non-periodi

and non-periodi
tra

tra

The methods are designed to dete t

jams and it also allows for only dete tion of

jams. Therefore, all design goals are met, either by the generator

or by the design.

10.2 Future Work
The part of the design that dete ts tra
been implemented.

jams based on histori al information has

As future work, the remaining parts of the design

implemented su h that periodi
that takes runtime observations

tra

jams

ould be

an also be dete ted. Also, a real version

ould be implemented.

Another interesting task is to a quire real data and test the methods against this
data to nd out how they perform and to set the quantiers more a
It

ould also be interesting to implement a fun tion that

urately.

ould determine if a

an get to its destination faster if the driver is warned about the tra
ar

an not get to the destination faster if it avoids the tra

ne essary to warn the driver.

ar

jam. If the

jam then it is not
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Re ently, a new area within databases has approa hed. The so

alled DSMS's (Data

Stream Management Systems)

an take a possibly never ending stream of data and

perform queries on these. Joins

an be made between these and persistent relations.

Su h a DSMS

ould be a natural implementation of a real-life implementation of this

design.
The design of the tra
tra

jam methods

ontains additional attributes not used by the

jam dete tion. The purpose of having these additional attributes is to provide

the ability for statisti al analysis on the tra

information.

The design has not

been optimized for statisti s but aggregations at dierent levels of the hierar hies is
possible. This

ould for instan e be used to determine the number of tra

jams on

dierent roads and at dierent times.
An additional appli ation of tra

information is analysis to predi t tra

jams.

This enables the possibility of warning drives before the get stu k, and it furthermore
allows for informing many drivers su h that the tra
A topi

not

jam

ould possibly be avoided.

onsidered in this proje t is the investigation of how to determine whi h

drivers should be warned. Drivers that are heading in the dire tion of the tra

jam

should be warned before they get there but they should not be warned if they are
too far away be ause then it is too un ertain in whi h dire tion they will
If they turn in another dire tion long before rea hing the tra

ontinue.

jam the warning will

be irrelevant for them
As des ribed previously, the reliability of the tra
by reporting a tra

jam information

intervals. The additional reliability obtained this way
design and the advantages
Another

an be

jams

an be

onse utive

ompared to the normal

ompared to disadvantage of delayed warnings.

on ern is the length of the intervals. It

if more tra

an be enhan ed

jam only when it has been dete ted for several

ould for instan e be investigated

ould be dete ted if the intervals depend on the point in time.

There are many dierent topi s for interesting future work and the results of the
experiments indi ate that the methods
dete tion.

an a tually be employed for tra

jam
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Source Code
In this appendix, the sour e

ode for all written programs is given. First, the sour e

ode of the Java programs that read and write the binary network les of the data
generator is listed, and then the SQL-statements for

reating the fa t table, the

dimensions and loading data into the dimensions is given. Next, the sour e
the ETL pro ess is given, and nally, the method- al ulation sour e

ode for

ode is given.

A.1 Reading and Writing Network
In this se tion, the sour e

ode for the Java programs that we programmed in order

to read and write the binary network les for the data generator are given.

/* This lass is a program that will read to textinput files
des ribing a network for the data generator and produ e
the two binary files needed by the data generator and a
textfile with modified edge-data for SQLLoader. */
import java.io.*;
lass He {
stati int taeller = 0;
private stati void writeNode(DataOutputStream dos, String name,
long id, int x , int y ) {
try {
dos.writeByte((byte)(name.length()));
dos.write(name.getBytes());
dos.writeLong(id);
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}

dos.writeInt(x );
dos.writeInt(y );
at h (IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("Pis også! "+e);

}
}
private stati void writeNodes(String infilename, String outfilename){
System.out.println("Nodes!");
BufferedReader br = null;
try {
br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(
new FileInputStream(infilename)));
} at h (FileNotFoundEx eption e) {
System.out.println("File not found: "+e);
}
FileOutputStream fos = null;
try {
fos = new FileOutputStream(outfilename);
} at h (FileNotFoundEx eption e) {
System.out.println("File not found "+e);
System.exit(1);
}
DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(fos);
String input = new String();
while (input != null) {
try {
input = br.readLine();
} at h(IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("IOEx eption: "+e);
System.exit(1);
}
if (input != null) {
int index = input.indexOf(",");
Integer intId = new Integer(input.substring(0,index));
int oldindex = index+1;
index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);
String name = input.substring(oldindex,index);
oldindex = index+1;
index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);
Integer x = new Integer(input.substring(oldindex,index));
oldindex = index+1;
Integer y = new Integer(input.substring(oldindex,
input.length()));
writeNode(dos,name,intId.longValue(),x .intValue(),

A.1 Reading and Writing Network

}
}
try {
dos. lose();
br. lose();
} at h (IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("IOEx eption! : "+e);
System.exit(1);
}

}
private stati
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y .intValue());

void writeBinEdge(DataOutputStream dos, String
name, long id, int edge lass,
long n1id, long n2id) {

try {
dos.writeLong(n1id);
dos.writeLong(n2id);
dos.writeByte((byte)(name.length()));
dos.write(name.getBytes());
dos.writeLong(id);
dos.writeInt(edge lass);
} at h (IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("Pis også! "+e);
}

}
private stati

void writeTxtEdge(DataOutputStream fos, String
name, long id, int edge lass,
long n1id, long n2id) {
String idString = String.valueOf(id);
try {
fos.writeBytes(idString);
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes(name);
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(edge lass));
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes("0");
fos.writeBytes(",");
taeller++;
fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(taeller));
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}
}

fos.writeBytes("\n");
fos.writeBytes(idString);
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes(name);
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(edge lass));
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));
fos.writeBytes(",");
fos.writeBytes("1");
fos.writeBytes(",");
taeller++;
fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(taeller));
fos.writeBytes("\n");
at h (IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("Pis! " + e);

}
private stati

void writeEdges(String infilename,
String txtoutfilename, String binoutfilename){
System.out.println("Edges!");
BufferedReader br = null;
try {
br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(
new FileInputStream(infilename)));
} at h (FileNotFoundEx eption e) {
System.out.println("File not found: "+e);
}
FileOutputStream fos = null;
try {
fos = new FileOutputStream(binoutfilename);
} at h (FileNotFoundEx eption e) {
System.out.println("File not found "+e);
System.exit(1);
}
DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(fos);
FileOutputStream tfos = null;
try {
tfos = new FileOutputStream(txtoutfilename);
} at h (FileNotFoundEx eption e) {
System.out.println("File not found "+e);
System.exit(1);
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}
DataOutputStream tdos = new DataOutputStream(tfos);
String input = new String();
while (input != null) {
try {
input = br.readLine();
} at h(IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("IOEx eption: "+e);
System.exit(1);
}
if (input != null) {
int index = input.indexOf(",");
Integer Id = new Integer(input.substring(0,index));
int oldindex = index+1;
index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);
String name = input.substring(oldindex,index);
oldindex = index+1;
index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);
Integer edge lass = new Integer(input.substring
(oldindex,index));
oldindex = index+1;
index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);
Integer n1id = new Integer(input.substring(oldindex,index));
oldindex = index+1;
Integer n2id = new Integer(input.substring
(oldindex,input.length()));
writeBinEdge(dos,name,Id.longValue(),
edge lass.intValue(),
n1id.longValue(),n2id.longValue());
writeTxtEdge(tdos,name,Id.longValue(),
edge lass.intValue(),
n1id.longValue(),n2id.longValue());
}
}
try {
dos. lose();
br. lose();
} at h (IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("IOEx eption! : "+e);
System.exit(1);
}

}
publi stati void main(String[℄ args) {
String nodeoutfile = new String("he .node");
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}

String edgebinoutfile = new String("he .edge");
String nodeinfile = new String("he .node.in");
String edgeinfile = new String("he .edge.in");
String edgetxtoutfile = new String("he .edge.txt");
writeNodes(nodeinfile, nodeoutfile);
writeEdges(edgeinfile, edgetxtoutfile, edgebinoutfile);

/* This lass is a program that takes the two binary network files
from the data generator as input and generates two textfiles
suited for SQLLoader */
import java.io.*;
import java.lang.refle t.Array;
lass Main {
private stati
private stati

}

int taeller = 0;
void writeNode(DataOutputStream dos, long id,
byte[℄ name, int n1id, int n2id) {

try {
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(id));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(new String(name));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));
dos.writeBytes("\n");
} at h (IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("Pis! " + e);
}

private stati void readNodes(String filename, String nodeoutfile) {
try {
DataInputStream dis = new DataInputStream(
new FileInputStream(filename));
DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(
new FileOutputStream(nodeoutfile));
try {
while (true) {
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byte length = dis.readByte();
byte[℄ name = new byte[length℄;
dis.read(name);
long id = dis.readLong();
int x oord = dis.readInt();
int y oord = dis.readInt();
writeNode(dos, id, name, x oord, y oord);

}
}

}

}
} at h(EOFEx eption e) {
;
} at h(IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("IOEx eption "+e);
}
try {
dis. lose();
dos. lose();
} at h(IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("IOEx eption "+e);
}
at h(FileNotFoundEx eption e) {
System.out.println("FileNotFoundEx eption "+e);

private stati

void writeEdge(DataOutputStream dos, long id,
byte[℄ name, int edge lass, long n1id, long n2id) {

try {
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(id));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(new String(name));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(edge lass));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes("0");
dos.writeBytes(",");
taeller++;
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(taeller));
dos.writeBytes("\n");
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(id));
dos.writeBytes(",");
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}
}

}

dos.writeBytes(new String(name));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(edge lass));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));
dos.writeBytes(",");
dos.writeBytes("1");
dos.writeBytes(",");
taeller++;
dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(taeller));
dos.writeBytes("\n");
at h (IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("Pis! " + e);

private stati void readEdges(String filename, String outputfile) {
try {
DataInputStream dis = new DataInputStream(
new FileInputStream(filename));
DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(
new FileOutputStream(outputfile));
try {
while (true) {
long n1id = dis.readLong();
long n2id = dis.readLong();
byte length = dis.readByte();
byte[℄ name = new byte[length℄;
dis.read(name);
long id = dis.readLong();
int edge lass = dis.readInt();
writeEdge(dos, id, name, edge lass, n1id, n2id);
}
} at h(EOFEx eption e) {
;
} at h(IOEx eption e) {
System.out.println("IOEx eption "+e);
}
try {
dis. lose();
dos. lose();
} at h(IOEx eption e) {
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System.out.println("IOEx eption "+e);

}
}

}

}

}
at h(FileNotFoundEx eption e) {
System.out.println("FileNotFoundEx eption "+e);

publi stati void main(String[℄ args){
if (args.length == 0) {
System.out.println("Usage:
java Main
<mapfilename>\n");
System.out.println("mapfilename: name of the map WITHOUT
the \".node\" or the
\".edge\"-extension");
System.exit(1);
}
String nodefile = new String(args[0℄+".node");
String nodeoutfile = new String(nodefile+".txt");
String edgefile = new String(args[0℄+".edge");
String edgeoutfile = new String(edgefile+".txt");
readNodes(nodefile, nodeoutfile);
readEdges(edgefile, edgeoutfile);
}

A.2 Fa t Table and Dimensions
In this se tion, the SQL-statements for

reating the fa t table and dimensions is

listed. After that, some fun tions for laoding data into the dimensions are given.

/*The Time of Day dimension */
reate table time_of_day_dim (
pk numeri (2) primary key,
des ription var har(12) not null,
he _hour numeri (2) not null
);
/* The Day dimension */
reate table day_dim (
pk numeri (4) primary key,
day_type var har(7) not null,
day_of_week var har(9) not null,
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he _date numeri (2) not null,
he _month numeri (2) not null,
he _year numeri (4) not null
);
/* The Road Segments dimension */
reate table road_segments_dim (
pk numeri (5) primary key,
road_ ode numeri (11) not null,
road_name var har(17) not null,
dire tion numeri (1) not null,
apa ity numeri (2) not null,
kommune_ ode numeri (3) not null,
kommune_name var har(7) not null,
ountry var har(7) not null
);
/* The Fa t table */
reate table fa t_table (
time_of_day_fk numeri (2) referen es time_of_day_dim(pk),
day_fk numeri (4) referen es day_dim(pk),
road_segments_fk numeri (5) referen es road_segments_dim(pk),
max_speed_sum numeri (10),
traffi _flow_sum numeri (10),
o upation_time_sum numeri (10),
no_of_ ars_Sum numeri (10),
no_of_obs_sum numeri (10),
no_of_intervals numeri (10) not null
);
/* This fun tion determines if a given year is a leap year. */
reate or repla e fun tion leapyear(aar number) return number is
skudaar number;
begin
skudaar := 0;
if aar mod 4 = 0 then
skudaar := 1;
if aar mod 100 = 0 then
skudaar := 0;
if aar mod 400 = 0 then
skudaar := 1;
end if;
end if;
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end if;
return skudaar;
end leapyear;
/* This fun tion determines whi h weekday a given date is */
reate or repla e fun tion DayofWeek(aar number, maaned number, dag
number) return number is
a number;
y number;
m number;
d number;
begin
a := floor((14-maaned)/12);
y := aar - a;
m := maaned + ( 12*a ) - 2;
d := (dag + y + floor(y/4) - floor(y/100) + floor(y/400) +
floor((31*m)/12)) mod 7;
return d;
end DayofWeek;
/* This fun tion loads data into the Road Segments Dimension.
The data is taken from the table "Edges" whi h ontains the raw
Data from the network for the data generator */
de lare --Load data into road_segments_dim
TYPE arrayseven IS VARRAY(7) OF NUMBER;
apa ityA arrayseven;
ursor veje is sele t * from edges;
vV veje%rowtype;
vejnavn var har2(20);
begin
apa ityA := arrayseven(30,20,20,10,10,10,10);
open veje;
loop
fet h veje into vV;
exit when veje%notfound;
vejnavn := 'Edge ' || to_ har(vV.id);
insert into road_segments_dim values
(vV.pk,vV.id,vejnavn,vV.retning, apa ityA(vV. lass+1),851,
'Aalborg','Danmark');
end loop;
end;
/* This fun tion loads data into the Time of Day dimension
de lare
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begin
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
end;
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into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into

time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim
time_of_day_dim

values(1,'Night',0);
values(2,'Night',1);
values(3,'Night',2);
values(4,'Night',3);
values(5,'Night',4);
values(6,'Night',5);
values(7,'Night',6);
values(8,'Morning',7);
values(9,'Morning',8);
values(10,'Daytime',9);
values(11,'Daytime',10);
values(12,'Daytime',11);
values(13,'Daytime',12);
values(14,'Daytime',13);
values(15,'Daytime',14);
values(16,'Afternoon',15);
values(17,'Afternoon',16);
values(18,'Evening',17);
values(19,'Evening',18);
values(20,'Evening',19);
values(21,'Evening',20);
values(22,'Night',21);
values(23,'Night',22);
values(24,'Night',23);

/* This fun tion loads data into the Day dimension
de lare
TYPE arrayseven IS VARRAY(7) OF VARCHAR(9);
DayOfWeekA arrayseven;
DayTypeA arrayseven;
taeller number;
slutaar onstant number := 2010;
startaar onstant number := 2000;
maaned number;
aar number;
dag number;
dow number;
skudaar number;
begin
aar := startaar;
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DayOfWeekA := arrayseven('Monday', 'Tuesday', 'Wednesday', 'Thursday',
'Friday', 'Saturday', 'Sunday');
DayTypeA := arrayseven('Weekday','Weekday','Weekday','Weekday',
'Weekday','Weekend','Weekend');
maaned := 1;
dag := 1;
dow := DayofWeek(aar,maaned,dag);
skudaar := leapyear(aar);
taeller := 0;
loop -- Kør denne loop indtil vi har nået alle de år igennem som vi skal.
exit when aar = slutaar+1;
taeller := taeller + 1; -- Næste tupel skal have en unik taeller.
insert into day_dim values(taeller,DayTypeA(dow),DayOfWeekA(dow),
dag,maaned,aar);
dag := dag + 1; -- Dagen skal altid tælles op.
dow := dow + 1; -- Ugedagen skal også tælles en op.
if dow = 8 then -- Blev den talt en for meget op?
dow := 1; -- så nulstiller vi den da bare
end if;
-- Wrap the month, quarter and year??
if (dag > 28) then -- Vi skal ikke wrappe hvis vi ikke er over
-- den 28. i måneden.
if (dag = 29) and (maaned = 2) and (skudaar = 0) then
-- Er vi for langt?
dag := 1;
maaned := 3;
elsif (dag = 30) and (maaned = 2) then
-- Er vi for langt i februar?
dag := 1;
maaned := 3;
elsif (dag = 31) and ((maaned = 4) or (maaned = 6) or
(maaned = 9) or (maaned = 11)) then
dag := 1;
-- Er vi for langt i en måned med 30 dage?
maaned := maaned + 1;
elsif (dag = 32) then
-- Eller er vi for langt i en måned med 31 dage?
dag := 1;
maaned := maaned + 1;
if maaned = 13 then -- Ups - nyt år!
maaned := 1;
aar := aar + 1;
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end if;
end loop;
end;
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end if;

end if;

skudaar := leapyear(aar);

A.3 ETL
drop table max_speed_med_tid;
reate table max_speed_med_tid (maximum_speed number(20,10) NOT NULL,
road_fk NUMBER (5) NOT NULL,
time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) NOT NULL,
day_fk NUMBER (4) NOT NULL,
minutes NUMBER(10));

drop table o upation_time_med_tid;
reate table o upation_time_med_tid
(O upation_TIME NUMBER (6),road_fk NUMBER (5) NOT NULL,
time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) NOT NULL,
day_fk NUMBER (4) NOT NULL, minutes number(10));
reate table omplete_ y le_set (CYCLENO NUMBER (7),
FK_TIL_EDGE NUMBER (2));
reate table obje t_o upation
(starttid NUMBER (7), sluttid NUMBER (7),
FK_TIL_EDGE NUMBER (2));
drop table number_obje ts_med_tid;
reate table number_obje ts_med_tid
(number_obje ts number(5), road_fk NUMBER (5),
time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) , day_fk NUMBER (4), minutes NUMBER (10) );
drop table traffi _flow_med_tid; --Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.
reate table traffi _flow_med_tid
(traffi _flow number(4), ROAD_FK NUMBER (5), TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2),
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DAY_FK NUMBER (4), minutes NUMBER(10));
/* PROCEDURE:
al _maximum_speed
*
* Denne pro edure gemmer beregner maximum speed værdierne
*
og gemmer dem sammen med de tilsvarende
* fremmednøgler fra dimensionerne.
*
* INPUT: minus1020
*
tabellen, som indeholder alle alle observationerne
*
og ykel nummer og edgeid for den kant
*
observationen er foretaget.
*
*
ARGUMENT: time_offset, hvis observationerne
*
ikke skal mappes ind til time 0 i DW
*
ARGUMENT: day_ofset, hvis observationerne ikke
*
skal mappes ind til dag 0 i DW
*
*
DE BLIVER ENDNU IKKE BRUGT!!!!
*
* OUTPUT: max_speed_med_tid, som indeholder maximum speed per munit
*
med referen er til time, dag og segment i
*
dimensionstabellen.
*
*/;
reate or repla e pro edure al _maximum_speed
(time_offset IN number, day_ofset IN number)AS
eval_period number(4) := 60;
begin
--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.
exe ute immediate 'drop table max_speed_med_tid';
exe ute immediate ' reate table max_speed_med_tid
(maximum_speed number(20,10) NOT NULL,
road_fk NUMBER (5)
NOT NULL,time_of_day_fk
NUMBER (2) NOT
NULL, day_fk NUMBER (4) NOT NULL, minutes NUMBER(10))';
ommit;
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-- INDSÆT attributterne! Ingen index eller nøgler!
insert into max_speed_med_tid ( --Her indsætter vi tuplerne
sele t t1.max_speed, t1.fk_til_edge, tod.pk, dd.pk, minutes
from (sele t max(speed) as max_speed, floor( y leno/eval_period)
as minutes, fk_til_edge
from minus1020
group by floor( y leno/eval_period),fk_til_edge) t1,
time_of_day_dim tod,
day_dim dd
where floor(t1.minutes/60)+7 -2*floor(t1.minutes/120) = tod.he _hour
and floor(t1.minutes/120)+1=dd.pk);
--where mod(floor(t1.minutes/60),24) = tod.he _hour and
floor(t1.minutes/1440)+1=dd.pk);
ommit;
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index vej_maxsp on
max_speed_med_tid(road_fk)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index dagtid_maxsp on
max_speed_med_tid(time_of_day_fk)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index dage_maxsp on
max_speed_med_tid(day_fk)';
ommit;
insert into all_buffer_table (max_speed_sum, road_segments_fk,
time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(
sele t sum(maximum_speed), ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK
from max_speed_med_tid
group by
ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK );
end;
/*************************************************************
***
****
***
BEREGN OCCUPATION TIME
****
***
****
*************************************************************/

reate or repla e pro edure al _o upation_time (time_offset IN
number, day_ofset IN number)AS
eval_period number(4) := 60;
begin
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exe ute immediate 'drop table omplete_ y le_set';
exe ute immediate ' reate table omplete_ y le_set as
(sele t y leno, fk_til_edge from minus1020
where mod( y leno,60)= 59 group by y leno, fk_til_edge )';
exe ute immediate 'alter table omplete_ y le_set
( y leno NOT
exe ute immediate 'alter table omplete_ y le_set
(FK_TIL_EDGE NOT
ommit;

modify
NULL)';
modify
NULL)';

exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index _edge on
omplete_ y le_set(FK_TIL_EDGE)';
exe ute immediate ' reate index
_ y le on
omplete_ y le_set(CYCLENO)';
ommit;
/* OBJECT_TID: hvor lang tid hvert obje t har brugt på hver vej
den har kørt i løbet af simuleringen.
*/
exe ute immediate 'drop table obje t_o upation';
ommit;
exe ute immediate ' reate table obje t_o upation as (
SELECT min( y leno) as starttid, max( y leno) as sluttid,
fk_til_edge
FROM minus1020
GROUP BY fk_til_edge, obje tid, edgenumber,
floor( y leno/7200))';
exe ute immediate 'alter table obje t_o upation modify
(fk_til_edge not null)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index obje t_o upation on
obje t_o upation(FK_TIL_EDGE)';
ommit;
exe ute immediate 'drop table o upation_time_med_tid';
exe ute immediate ' reate table o upation_time_med_tid as (
sele t t1.o upation_time, t1.fk_til_edge as road_fk,
tod.pk as time_of_day_fk, dd.pk as day_fk,
floor(minutes/60)+1 as minutes
from ( SELECT sum ( y leno-starttid) as o upation_time,
o1.fk_til_edge, y leno as minutes
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from obje t_o upation o1, omplete_ y le_set o2
WHERE (o2. y leno between o1.starttid AND o1.sluttid)
AND (o1.fk_til_edge = o2.fk_til_edge)
GROUP BY o2. y leno, o1.fk_til_edge) t1,
time_of_day_dim tod,
day_dim dd
where floor(t1.minutes/3600)+7 -2*floor(t1.minutes/7200) =
tod.he _hour and floor(t1.minutes/7200)+1=dd.

/* læg mærke at der divideres med er 3600.
** Det er fordi at selvom der kun er en ykel per
** minut, har yklen stadig sekundværdien af den
** sidste ykel i det minut. Se ompleate_ y le_set
**/
exe ute immediate 'alter table o

upation_time_med_tid modify
(road_fk NOT NULL)';
exe ute immediate 'alter table o upation_time_med_tid modify
(time_of_day_fk NOT NULL)';
exe ute immediate 'alter table o upation_time_med_tid modify
(day_fk NOT NULL)';
ommit;

exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index vej_otime on
o upation_time_med_tid (road_fk)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index
dagtid_otime on o upation_time_med_tid
(time_of_day_fk)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index dage_otime on
o upation_time_med_tid (day_fk)';
--Indsæt i all_buffer_table. ;
/*næsten klar til at smide i datawarehouset ;)
*/
insert into all_buffer_table (o upation_time_sum, road_segments_fk ,
time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(
sele t sum(o upation_time),
ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK
from o upation_time_med_tid
group by
ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK,
DAY_FK );
end;
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/******************************************************
***
****
***
****
***
BEREGN NUMBER OF CARS
****
***
****
*******************************************************/
reate or repla e pro edure al _number_obje ts
(time_offset IN number, day_ofset IN number)AS
eval_period number(4) := 60;
begin
/*
* beregn antal biler pr vej og tid
* KUN BEREGNE ANTALLET FOR HVER 60 sekund
* Vi registrerer alt på minut niveau også altal objekter selvom
* vi kan registrere det hvert y le. Grunden er at vi
* vi vil gemme det i samme tablel som de andre "measures",
* og derfor skal det være på samme granularitet.
* Man kunne også have valgt at lave et gennemsnit over alle
* antal for et helt minut men det gør vi ikke da det er
* begrænset hvor mange variationer der kan være i løbet af et minut.
*/
exe ute immediate 'drop table number_obje ts_med_tid';
ommit;
exe ute immediate ' reate table number_obje ts_med_tid
(number_obje ts number(5), road_fk NUMBER (5),
time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) , day_fk NUMBER (4),
minutes NUMBER (10) )';
ommit;
insert into number_obje ts_med_tid ( --Her indsætter vi tuplerne
sele t t1.no_ ars, t1.fk_til_edge, tod.pk, dd.pk, minutes
from (sele t ount(obje tid) as no_ ars, y leno/eval_period as
minutes, fk_til_edge
from minus1020
where mod( y leno,eval_period)=59
group by y leno, fk_til_edge) t1,
time_of_day_dim tod,
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day_dim dd
where floor(t1.minutes/60)+7 -2*floor(t1.minutes/120) = tod.he _hour
and floor(t1.minutes/120)+1=dd.pk);
ommit;
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index vej_no ars on
number_obje ts_med_tid (road_fk)';
exe ute immediate
' reate bitmap index dagtid_no ars on
number_obje ts_med_tid(time_of_day_fk)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index dage_no ars on
number_obje ts_med_tid (day_fk)';
ommit;
insert into all_buffer_table
(no_of_ ars_sum, road_segments_fk , time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(
sele t sum(number_obje ts), ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK
from number_obje ts_med_tid
group by ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK );
end;
/****************************************************
***
*****
***
*****
***
BEREGRN TRAFFIC FLOW
*****
***
*****
*****************************************************/
reate or repla e pro edure al _traffi _flow (time_offset IN number,
day_ofset IN number) AS
eval_period number(4) := 60;
begin
--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.
exe ute immediate 'drop table traffi _flow_med_tid';
exe ute immediate ' reate table traffi _flow_med_tid
(traffi _flow number(4), ROAD_FK NUMBER (5), TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2),
DAY_FK NUMBER (4), minutes NUMBER(10))';
ommit;
/*
* Her finder vi ud af hvad traffi flow er for hvert segment i løbet af
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* 1 minut. Forespørgslen består af to sub-forespørgsler. Den ene
* beregner flowet i løbet af et minut. Den anden beregner antallet af
* biler på et segment ved periodens udløb. Traffik-flowet beregnes så
* ved at trække antallet af biler ved periodens udgang fra antallet af
* biler der har befundet sig på segmentet i løbet af perioden.
*
* Vi trækker 1 fra y leno når end_flow skal bestemmes,
* det er fordi at end_flow for det første minut ville blive
* asso ieret med det 60 ykel som hører til det andet minut når
* interval_flow beregnes. Ved at trække 1 fra y elno
* vil end_flow passe med det rigtige interval_flow d.v.s
*
*
Interval_flow : 0-59 y leno => end_flow : 59 y leno
*/
-- INDSÆT attributterne! Ingen index eller nøgler!
insert into traffi _flow_med_tid ( --Her indsætter vi tuplerne
sele t t1.traffi _flow, t1.fk_til_edge, tod.pk, dd.pk, minutes
from (sele t (interval_flow.interval_flow - end_flow.end_flow) as
traffi _flow, end_flow.minutes, end_flow.fk_til_edge
from (

sele t ount(distin t obje tid) as interval_flow,
floor( y leno/eval_period) as minutes, fk_til_edge
from minus1020 group by floor( y leno/eval_period),
fk_til_edge) interval_flow,
(sele t ount(obje tid) as end_flow, fk_til_edge,
floor( y leno/eval_period) as minutes --alle obje t
id'er inden for et ykel er distin t

from minus1020
where mod( y leno-1,eval_period)=0 and
y leno <> 1-- -1 fordi det skal være fra samme interval
group by fk_til_edge, y leno) end_flow
where end_flow.fk_til_edge=interval_flow.fk_til_edge and
end_flow.minutes=interval_flow.minutes) t1,
time_of_day_dim tod,
day_dim dd
where floor(t1.minutes/60)+7 -2*floor(t1.minutes/120) = tod.he _hour
and floor(t1.minutes/120)+1=dd.pk);
ommit;
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index vej_tflow on
traffi _flow_med_tid (road_fk)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index dagtid_tflow on
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traffi _flow_med_tid (time_of_day_fk)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index dage_tflow on
traffi _flow_med_tid (day_fk)';
--Indsæt i all_buffer_table. ;
/*næsten klar til at smide i datawarehouset ;)
*/
insert into all_buffer_table
(traffi _flow_sum, road_segments_fk , time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(
sele t sum(traffi _flow), ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK
from traffi _flow_med_tid
group by
ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK );
end;
/********************************************
***
****
***
****
***
BEREGN ANTAL OBSERVATIONER
****
***
****
*********************************************/
reate or repla e pro edure al _number_observations
(time_offset IN number, day_ofset IN number)AS
begin
exe ute immediate 'drop table number_observations_med_tid';
exe ute immediate ' reate table number_observations_med_tid
(number_observations number(7) NOT NULL, road_fk NUMBER (5) NOT NULL,
time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) NOT NULL, day_fk NUMBER (4) NOT NULL)';
--Så opretter vi den igen. Det er hurtigere end at slette alle tupler.
ommit;
-- INDSÆT attributterne! Ingen index eller nøgler!
insert into number_observations_med_tid ( --Her indsætter vi tuplerne
sele t t1.no_obs, t1.fk_til_edge, tod.pk, dd.pk
from (sele t ount(*) as no_obs, y leno, fk_til_edge
from observations
group by y leno,fk_til_edge) t1,
time_of_day_dim tod,
day_dim dd
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where floor(t1. y leno/3600)+7 -2*floor(t1. y leno/7200) =
tod.he _hour and floor(t1. y leno/7200)+1=dd.pk);
ommit;
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index vej_nobs on
number_observations_med_tid(road_fk)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index dagtid_nobs on
number_observations_med_tid(time_of_day_fk)';
exe ute immediate ' reate bitmap index dage_nobs on
number_observations_med_tid(day_fk)';
/* her læses skidtet ind i all_buffer_table
* som vil indeholde alle measures for metoderne og
* null værdier for de metoder det ikke relerterer.
*/
insert into all_buffer_table (no_of_obs_sum, road_segments_fk,
time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(
sele t sum(number_observations), ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK
from number_observations_med_tid noo
group by
ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK );
end;
/***********************************************
***
****
*** INDLÆS I FACT TABELLEN
****
***
****
************************************************/
de lare
begin
al _maximum_speed (0,0);
al _number_obje ts(0,0);
al _traffi _flow(0,0);
al _o upation_time(0,0);
al _number_observations(0,0);
ommit;
/* Læg mærke til at alle aggregeringsfunktioner ud over
* ignorerer nulls,
*/

ount
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insert into fa t_table (TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,
MAX_SPEED_SUM, TRAFFIC_FLOW_SUM, NO_OF_CARS_SUM,
NO_OF_INTERVALS, o upation_time_sum)
(sele t TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK, sum(MAX_SPEED_SUM),
sum(TRAFFIC_FLOW_SUM), sum(NO_OF_CARS_SUM), 60, sum(o upation_time_sum)
from all_buffer_table group by TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK);
--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.
exe ute immediate 'drop table all_buffer_table';
exe ute immediate ' reate table ALL_BUFFER_table
(time_of_day_fk numeri (2), day_fk numeri (4),
road_segments_fk numeri (5), max_speed_sum numeri (20),
traffi _flow_sum numeri (20), o upation_time_sum numeri (20),
no_of_ ars_Sum numeri (20), no_of_obs_sum numeri (20),
no_of_intervals numeri (20))';
end;
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reate table results(method1_dete tions number(10), method2_dete tions
number(10), method3_dete tions number(10), method4_dete tions
number(10), overlap_12 number(10), overlap_23 number(10), overlap_31
number(10), overlap_14 number(10), overlap_24 number(10), overlap_34
number(10), overlap_123 number(10), overlap_124 number(10),
overlap_234 number(10), overlap_1234 number(10));
drop table number_obje ts_log;
reate table number_obje ts_log
(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),
ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), number_obje ts_value Number(20,10));
drop table traffi _flow_log;
reate table traffi _flow_log
(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4), ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK
NUMBER(5), traffi _flow_value Number(20,10), treshold number(10,8),
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result var har(5));
drop table max_speed_log;
reate table max_speed_log
(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4), ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK
NUMBER(5), max_speed_value Number(20,10), treshold number(10,8),
result var har(5));
drop table o upation_time_log;
reate table o upation_time_log
(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4), ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK
NUMBER(5), o upation_time_value Number(20,10), treshold number(10,8),
result var har(5));
de lare
begin
al _all_realtime_values ();
olle t_result ();
end;
reate or repla e pro edure
de lare
begin
al _maximum_speed(0,0);
al _number_obje ts(0,0);
al _traffi _flow(0,0);
al _o upation_time(0,0);

al _all_realtime_values as

exe ute immediate 'drop table ombined_log';
exe ute immediate
' reate table ombined_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),
ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), traffi _flow_value number(20,10),
traffi _flow_result number(1), max_speed_value number(20,10),
max_speed_result number(1),
o upation_time_value number(20,10),
o upation_time_result number(1), no_of_ ars number(10),
apa ity number(2), minutes NUMBER(10))';
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log_traffi _flow_method();
log_max_speed_method ();
log_o upation_time_method ();
end;
reate or repla e pro edure olle t_result as
de lare
ursor ombined_ al ulator is sele t TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK,
ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,
max(traffi _flow_value) as traffi _flow_value,
max(traffi _flow_result) as traffi _flow_result,
max(max_speed_value) as max_speed_value,
max(max_speed_result) as max_speed_result,
max(o upation_time_value) as o upation_time_value,
max(o upation_time_result) as o upation_time_result,
max(no_of_ ars) as no_of_ ars,
max( apa ity) as apa ity
from ombined_log
group by TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK, minutes;
ombined_row ombined_ al ulator%rowtype;
method1_dete tions number(10)
method2_dete tions number(10)
method3_dete tions number(10)
method4_dete tions number(10)
overlap_12 number(10) :=0;
overlap_23 number(10) :=0;
overlap_31 number(10) :=0;
overlap_14 number(10) :=0;
overlap_24 number(10) :=0;
overlap_34 number(10) :=0;
overlap_123 number(10) :=0;
overlap_124 number(10) :=0;
overlap_234 number(10) :=0;
overlap_1234 number(10) :=0;

:=0;
:=0;
:=0;
:=0;

ombined_value number;
ombined_result boolean;
th1 number := 5/4;
th2 number := 4/3;
th3 number := 3/2;
ombined_treshold number := th1 + th2 + th3;
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true_val number(1) :=1;
false_val number(1) :=0;
begin
open ombined_ al ulator;
loop
ombined_result := false;
fet h ombined_ al ulator into ombined_row;
exit when ombined_ al ulator%NOTFOUND;
ombined_value := ombined_row.traffi _flow_value +
ombined_row.max_speed_value + ombined_row.o upation_time_value;
if ombined_value > ombined_treshold and
ombined_row.no_of_ ars*0.2 > ombined_row. apa ity then
method4_dete tions := method4_dete tions +1;
ombined_result := true;
end if;
if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val then
method1_dete tions := method1_dete tions +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.traffi _flow_result = true_val then
method2_dete tions := method2_dete tions +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.o upation_time_result = true_val then
method3_dete tions := method3_dete tions +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val and
ombined_row.traffi _flow_result = true_val then
overlap_12 := overlap_12 +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.traffi _flow_result = true_val and
ombined_row.o upation_time_result = true_val then
overlap_23 := overlap_23 +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val and
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ombined_row.o upation_time_result = true_val then
overlap_31 := overlap_31 +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val and
ombined_result = true then
overlap_14 :=overlap_14 +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.traffi _flow_result = true_val and
ombined_result = true then
overlap_24 :=overlap_24 +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.o upation_time_result = true_val and
ombined_result = true then
overlap_34 :=overlap_34 +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val and
ombined_row.traffi _flow_result = true_val and
ombined_row.o upation_time_result = true_val then
overlap_123 := overlap_123 +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val and
ombined_row.traffi _flow_result = true_val and
then overlap_124 :=overlap_124 +1;
end if;

ombined_result = true

if ombined_row.traffi _flow_result = true_val and
ombined_row.o upation_time_result = true_val and
true then overlap_234 := overlap_234 +1;
end if;
if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val and
ombined_row.traffi _flow_result = true_val and
ombined_row.o upation_time_result = true_val and
true then overlap_1234 := overlap_1234 +1;
end if;
end loop;
lose ombined_ al ulator;

ombined_result =

ombined_result =
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insert into results values
(method1_dete tions, method2_dete tions, method3_dete tions,
method4_dete tions, overlap_12, overlap_23, overlap_31, overlap_14,
overlap_24, overlap_34, overlap_123, overlap_124, overlap_234,
overlap_1234, 'minus10');
ommit;
end;
/******************************************************************
**
***
**
NUMBER OF CARS METODEN
***
**
***
*******************************************************************/
/*
* Denne pro edure har til formål at beregne om der har været
* trafikprop på en vej på et bestemt tidspunkt.
*
* Metoden er TRAFFIC FLOW metoden.
*
* INPUT: pro eduren bruger to tabeller
*
Traffi _flow_med_tid: indeholder værdierne der skal testes,
*
d.v.s. traffi flow for en vej over 1 minut
*
fa t_table: datawarehouse tabellen som indeholder
*
de hitoriske aggregerede værdier på time niveau
*
* output: Resultatet skrives til en log-tabel som hedder
*
number_obje ts_log. For hver tupel i number_obje ts_med_tid
*
skrives en
*
tupel i number_obje ts_log som indeholder fremmednøgler til
*
dimensionen som beskriver hvor/hvornår det er og
*
numerisk væri som angiver sværhedsgraden af trafik proppen.
*/
reate or repla e pro edure log_number_obje ts_method as
--de lare
ursor number_obje ts_values is
sele t realtime.road_fk, realtime.day_fk, realtime.time_of_day_fk,
realtime.number_obje ts as realtime_number_obje ts,
history.number_obje ts_sum/history.NO_OF_INTERVALS as
history_number_obje ts
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from number_obje ts_med_tid realtime, (
sele t sum(no_of_ ars_sum) as number_obje ts_sum,
sum(NO_OF_INTERVALS) as NO_OF_INTERVALS, road_segments_fk,
time_of_day_fk
from fa t_table
group by road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk) history
where realtime.road_FK = history.road_segments_fk and
realtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = history.time_of_day_fk;
number_obje ts_row number_obje ts_values%rowtype;
tf_value number(20,10);
result number(1);
begin
--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.
exe ute immediate 'drop table number_obje ts_log';
ommit;
exe ute immediate
' reate table number_obje ts_log
(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),
ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), number_obje ts_value Number(20,10))';
ommit;
open number_obje ts_values;
loop
fet h number_obje ts_values into number_obje ts_row;
exit when number_obje ts_values%notfound;
tf_value := number_obje ts_row.realtime_number_obje ts/
number_obje ts_row.history_number_obje ts;
insert into number_obje ts_log values
(number_obje ts_row.time_of_day_fk,
number_obje ts_row.day_fk,
number_obje ts_row.road_fk, tf_value);
end loop;
lose number_obje ts_values;
end;
/* Læg mærke til at alle aggregeringsfunktioner ud over ount
* ignorerer nulls,
*/
/*************************************************************
**
***
**
TRAFFIC FLOW METODEN
***
**
***
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**************************************************************/
/*
* Denne pro edure har til formål at beregne om der har været
* trafikprop på en vej på et bestemt tidspunkt.
*
* Metoden er TRAFFIC FLOW metoden.
*
* INPUT: pro eduren bruger to tabeller
*
Traffi _flow_med_tid: indeholder værdierne der skal
*
testes, d.v.s. traffi flow for en vej over 1 minut
*
fa t_table: datawarehouse tabellen som indeholder de
*
hitoriske aggregerede værdier på time niveau
*
* output: Resultatet skrives til en log-tabel som hedder
*
traffi _flow_log. For hver tupel i traffi _flow_med_tid
*
skrives en
*
tupel i traffi _flow_log som indeholder fremmednøgler til
*
dimensionen som beskriver hvor/hvornår det er og
*
numerisk væri som angiver sværhedsgraden af trafik proppen.
*/
reate or repla e pro edure log_traffi _flow_method as
--de lare
ursor traffi _flow_values is
sele t realtime.road_fk, realtime.day_fk, realtime.time_of_day_fk,
realtime.traffi _flow as realtime_traffi _flow,
history_traffi _flow, number_OBJECTS as no_of_ ars,
apa ity, avg_no_of_ ars, realtime.minutes
from

traffi _flow_med_tid realtime, number_obje ts_med_tid,
ROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM, (
sele t sum(traffi _flow_sum)/sum(NO_OF_INTERVALS) as
history_traffi _flow,
sum(NO_OF_CARS_SUM)/sum(NO_OF_INTERVALS) as
avg_no_of_ ars, road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk
from fa t_table
group by road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk) history

where realtime.road_FK = history.road_segments_fk and
realtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = history.time_of_day_fk and
realtime.road_FK = number_obje ts_med_tid.road_fk and
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realtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = number_obje ts_med_tid.time_of_day_fk
and realtime.day_fk = number_obje ts_med_tid.day_fk and
realtime.minutes = number_obje ts_med_tid.minutes and
ROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM.pk = realtime.road_FK;
traffi _flow_row traffi _flow_values%rowtype;
treshold number(10,8) := 4/3;
tf_value number(20,10);
result number(1);
true_val number(1) :=1;
false_val number(1) :=0;
begin
--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.
exe ute immediate 'drop table traffi _flow_log';
ommit;
exe ute immediate
' reate table traffi _flow_log
(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),
ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), traffi _flow_value
Number(20,10),
treshold number(10,8), result var har(5))';
open traffi _flow_values;
loop
fet h traffi _flow_values into traffi _flow_row;
exit when traffi _flow_values%notfound;
if traffi _flow_row.realtime_traffi _flow = 0 then
tf_value := 0;
else
tf_value :=
traffi _flow_row.history_traffi _flow/
traffi _flow_row.realtime_traffi _flow;
end if;
if tf_value >= treshold
and traffi _flow_row. apa ity*0.2 >
traffi _flow_row.no_of_ ars
and traffi _flow_row.no_of_ ars /
traffi _flow_row.avg_no_of_ ars
>0.9 then
result := true_val;
else
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result := false_val;

end;

end if;
insert into ombined_log
(TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,
traffi _flow_value, traffi _flow_result,
minutes, apa ity)
values(traffi _flow_row.time_of_day_fk,
traffi _flow_row.day_fk,
traffi _flow_row.road_fk, tf_value, result,
traffi _flow_row.minutes,
traffi _flow_row. apa ity);
end loop;
lose traffi _flow_values;

/********************************************
**
***
**
MAXIMUM SPEED METODEN
***
**
***
*********************************************/
/*
* Denne pro edure har til formål at beregne om der har været
* trafikprop på en vej på et bestemt tidspunkt.
*
* Metoden er TRAFFIC FLOW metoden.
*
* INPUT: pro eduren bruger to tabeller
*
Traffi _flow_med_tid: indeholder værdierne der skal
*
testes, d.v.s. traffi flow for en vej over 1 minut
*
fa t_table: datawarehouse tabellen som indeholder de
*
hitoriske aggregerede værdier på time niveau
*
* output: Resultatet skrives til en log-tabel som hedder max_speed_log.
*
For hver tupel i max_speed_med_tid skrives en
*
tupel i max_speed_log som indeholder fremmednøgler til
*
dimensionen som beskriver hvor/hvornår det er og
*
numerisk væri som angiver sværhedsgraden af trafik proppen.
*/
reate or repla e pro edure log_max_speed_method as
--de lare
ursor max_speed_values is
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sele t realtime.road_fk, realtime.day_fk,
realtime.time_of_day_fk,realtime.maximum_speed as
realtime_max_speed, history_max_speed,
number_OBJECTS, apa ity, realtime.minutes
from max_speed_med_tid realtime, number_obje ts_med_tid,
ROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM, (
sele t sum(max_speed_sum)/sum(NO_OF_INTERVALS) as
history_max_speed, road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk
from fa t_table
group by road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk) history
where realtime.road_FK = history.road_segments_fk and
realtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = history.time_of_day_fk and
realtime.road_FK = number_obje ts_med_tid.road_fk and
realtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = number_obje ts_med_tid.time_of_day_fk
and realtime.day_fk = number_obje ts_med_tid.day_fk and
realtime.minutes = number_obje ts_med_tid.minutes and
ROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM.pk = realtime.road_FK;
max_speed_row max_speed_values%rowtype;
treshold number(10,8) := 5/4;
tf_value number(20,10);
result number(1);
true_val number(1) :=1;
false_val number(1) :=0;
begin
--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.
exe ute immediate 'drop table max_speed_log';
exe ute immediate
' reate table max_speed_log
(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),
ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), max_speed_value Number(20,10),
treshold number(10,8), result var har(5))';
open max_speed_values;
loop
fet h max_speed_values into max_speed_row;
exit when max_speed_values%notfound;
if max_speed_row.realtime_max_speed = 0 then
tf_value := 0;
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tf_value := max_speed_row.history_max_speed/
max_speed_row.realtime_max_speed;

end if;
if tf_value >= treshold and
max_speed_row. apa ity*0.2 >
max_speed_row.number_obje ts then
result := true_val;
else
result := false_val;
end if;
insert into ombined_log
(TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,
max_speed_value, max_speed_result,
no_of_ ars, minutes)
values(max_speed_row.time_of_day_fk,peed_row.day_fk,
max_speed_row.road_fk, tf_value, result,
max_speed_row.number_obje ts, max_speed_row.minutes);
end loop;
lose max_speed_values;

/*****************************************************************
**
***
**
OCCUPATION TIME METODEN
***
**
***
******************************************************************/
/*
* Denne pro edure har til formål at beregne om der har været
* trafikprop på en vej på et bestemt tidspunkt.
*
* Metoden er TRAFFIC FLOW metoden.
*
* INPUT: pro eduren bruger to tabeller
*
Traffi _flow_med_tid: indeholder værdierne der skal testes,
*
d.v.s.
*
traffi flow for en vej over 1 minut
*
fa t_table: datawarehouse tabellen som
*
indeholder de hitoriske aggregerede værdier på time niveau
*
* output: Resultatet skrives til en log-tabel som hedder
*
o upation_time_log. For hver tupel i
*
o upation_time_med_tid skrives en
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*
Ø
*
*/

tupel i o upation_time_log som indeholder fremmednøgler til
dimensionen som beskriver hvor/hvornår det er og
numerisk væri som angiver sværhedsgraden af trafik proppen.

reate or repla e pro edure log_o upation_time_method as
ursor o

upation_time_values is

sele t realtime.road_fk, realtime.day_fk, realtime.time_of_day_fk,
realtime.o upation_time/number_obje ts as
realtime_o upation_time,
history.o upation_time_sum/history.NO_OF_ ars_sum as
history_o upation_time, number_OBJECTS, apa ity,
realtime.minutes
from o

upation_time_med_tid realtime, number_obje ts_med_tid,
ROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM, (
sele t sum(o upation_time_sum) as o upation_time_sum,
sum(NO_OF_ ars_sum) as NO_OF_ ars_sum, road_segments_fk,
time_of_day_fk
from fa t_table
group by road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk) history

where realtime.road_FK = history.road_segments_fk and
realtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = history.time_of_day_fk and
realtime.road_FK = number_obje ts_med_tid.road_fk and
realtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = number_obje ts_med_tid.time_of_day_fk
and realtime.day_fk = number_obje ts_med_tid.day_fk and
realtime.minutes = number_obje ts_med_tid.minutes and
ROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM.pk = realtime.road_FK;
o

upation_time_row o upation_time_values%rowtype;

treshold number(10,8) := 3/2;
tf_value number(20,10);
result number(1);
true_val number(1) :=1;
false_val number(1) :=0;
begin
--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.
exe ute immediate 'drop table o upation_time_log';
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exe ute immediate ' reate table o upation_time_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK
NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),
ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5),
o upation_time_value Number(20,10),
treshold number(10,8),
result var har(5))';
ommit;
open o upation_time_values;
loop
fet h o upation_time_values into o upation_time_row;
exit when o upation_time_values%notfound;
tf_value := o upation_time_row.realtime_o upation_time/
o upation_time_row.history_o upation_time;
if tf_value >= treshold and o upation_time_row. apa ity
*0.2 > o upation_time_row.number_obje ts
then result := true_val;
else
result := false_val;
end if;
insert into ombined_log (TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK,
ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,
o upation_time_value,
o upation_time_result, minutes)
values(o upation_time_row.time_of_day_fk,
o upation_time_row.day_fk,
o upation_time_row.road_fk,
tf_value, result, o upation_time_row.minutes);
end loop;
lose o upation_time_values;
end;

B

Global Positioning
System
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a positioning system, that lets a GPS reeiver determine its position on the earth within a few meters. At least 24 satellites
are orbiting the world at all times and they

ontinuously send out a signal to GPS

re eivers. The orbits of the GPS satellites are

hosen su h that a GPS re eiver

an

re eive signals from ve to eight satellites if there are no obsta les between the reeiver and the satellites. These obsta les

ould be mountains and buildings. A GPS

re eiver needs the signal from at least four satellites to determine three-dimensional
oordinates and a time oset. Three satellites provide enough information to determine two-dimensional

oordinates but it is insu ient for determining the altitude

of the position.
The GPS system was funded by and

ontrolled by the U. S. Department of De-

fense (DOD) and intended to be for the U.S. army only.

Sin e the GPS system

was laun hed, the DOD has opened up for private use, and now GPS re eivers
determine their position down to within 5 meters.
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